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Welcome
Continuing ACCA’s theme ‘power of connections’, we look at branching out
across the galaxy, networking tips and romance between ACCA members
We had the joy of reliving the

work closely with the business across

moment when man first landed

various European finance service

on the moon in July, as the world

centres, helping the general managers

celebrated the 50th anniversary of

and leadership teams understand the

this gigantic leap for humankind.

risks as they take difficult decisions to

The occasion has also prompted

turn commercial actions into profit.

us to examine our relationship with

This need to partner across the

space today. No longer dominated by

organisation ties in with ACCA’s ‘power

governments and the public sector,

of connections’ theme, which continues

exploration of our solar system has

this month. We look at how mentoring

gradually gathered interest from the

can support your career (page 72),

corporate sector. The likes of Elon Musk,

the benefits to SMPs of joining an

Jeff Bezos and Richard Branson, not

accounting network (page 62), and

content with their domination of earthly

members’ tips on how to be a savvy

enterprises, look to stake their claim of

networker (page 66). And don’t miss our

pastures, or should that be planets, new.

heart-warming stories from three couples

But this is a domain without any

who met through ACCA, on page 80.

effective oversight or regulation, and in

We also have valuable updates on

our article on page 36, we look at the

some imminent and onerous regulatory

challenges for policymakers, scientists

changes, such as the extension of IR35’s

and business in commercialising this

‘deemed employment’ requirements to

new realm in a fair and sustainable way.

private sector workers (page 56), and

Our main interview this month is

the shareholders’ rights directive (page

with Donna Wheeler FCCA, CFO and

26), which will require some concerted

FD of IBM’s Global Business Services,

planning across the investment chain.

AB

the professional services arm of the
business. In her role, the South African-

Jo Malvern, editor

educated technology aficionado has to
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Adidas has failed
to establish a wider
trademark for its threestripes symbol in the
European Union. The
US$14.3bn value of
the German sporting
goods brand could be
diminished as a result of
the ruling.

A 3,000-year-old sculpture
of king Tutankhamun sold
at auction in London in
July for more than £4.7m
despite Egypt demanding
the return of the ‘stolen’
relic. The quartzite bust
shows the pharaoh taking
the form of the ancient
Egyptian god Amun.

The European
Commission has fined
Hello Kitty owner Sanrio
€6.2m for illegally
preventing companies
that had bought licences
to sell products branded
with the Japanese icon
from doing so across the
EU’s internal borders.

London’s Big Ben
landmark notched up its
160th anniversary in July.
Currently silent as a result
of the £61m restoration
works to the Palace of
Westminster’s clock
tower, which began in
2017, the bell will ring out
regularly again from 2021.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
Thomson FRC CEO

secretary Greg Clark said:

reporting and governance

the FRC in developing

Jonathan Thompson has

‘We need to act fast before

ecosystem. In response

and implementing that

been appointed new CEO

another audit scandal

to Donald Brydon’s

plan...Furthermore, we

of the Financial Reporting

makes headlines. The audit

independent review of audit,

are commissioning an

Council, with the task of

sector itself could do a

ACCA’s executive director

independent review later this

transforming it into the

great deal, now, voluntarily

Maggie McGhee said: ‘Audit

year which will help identify

new Audit, Reporting and

before any legislative change

can only meet the needs

further important areas

Governance Authority,

comes, and I strongly urge

of the user if reporting

for improvement.’

(Arga). Thompson was

them to do so.’

requirements also evolve
to meet their needs. The

ACCA on Brydon

PwC ‘unsatisfactory’

secretary for three years

responsibilities of directors

PwC’s audit performance

and is a former head of

ACCA says that to improve

and audit committees are

was described by the FRC

the finance profession in

the quality and effectiveness

critical, and those who fall

as ‘unsatisfactory’ after the

government. Announcing

of audit, reform will be

short of these must be held

proportion of its reviewed

the appointment, business

needed across the wider

properly to account.’

audits regarded as good

HMRC’s first permanent

fell from 84% to 65%.

GT under scrutiny

Hemione Hudson, head of

Grant Thornton has been

audit at PwC, responded:

placed under enhanced

‘We [have] launched a

scrutiny by the FRC because

wide-ranging audit quality

of the poor quality of too

action plan to ensure we

many of its audits. Half of

consistently deliver high

Grant Thornton’s reviewed

quality audits. Our action

audits were classified as

plan targets three key

good or requiring limited

areas: additional investment

improvement, down

in training, people and

from 75% a year before.

technology; further

A spokeswoman for

alignment of our business

Grant Thornton UK LLP

behind audit quality; and a

said: ’Some of our past

reinforced focus on culture

PwC has entered into a partnership with British Athletics

audits for large listed firms

and quality control.’ PwC

to use data analytics to improve Olympic and Paralympic

have fallen short of the

has just been fined £6.5m

performance. PwC will provide a range of services from data

standards we expect. We

(discounted to £4.55m) and

acquisition and modelling to reporting, visualisation and

have proactively responded

severely reprimanded for its

advanced analytics. British Athletics performance director

by taking significant steps

audit of Redcentric because

Neil Black said: ‘The sport of athletics is statistically and data

to strengthen audit as

of the lack of professional

rich, but there are limitations as to how successful it is if it is

a specialist practice. In

scepticism displayed by

not recorded and interpreted correctly, and then provided to

June 2019, we published

the firm and its partners

coaches and athletes in a way that they can make use of it –

details of a range of major

Jaskamal Sarai and Arif

whether it is in planning their year, or altering the focus of their

investments in our structures

Ahmad. Across the firms,

day-to-day training.’

and our people and we

75% of FTSE 350 audits

are working closely with

reviewed by the FRC were

PwC in athletics partnership

8
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classed as good or needing

as was its audit partner

zombies have DB schemes

one of the retailers most

only limited improvement,

Helen George, who was

that are unsustainable. It

affected by the decline of the

compared to a target of 90%.

fined £150,000 (discounted

suggests that companies in

high street, has closed more

to £97,500). Deloitte said:

this situation should develop

than 100 stores.

Serco/Deloitte fined

‘We have a programme of

a joint company or trustee

Government contractor

continuous improvement for

strategy that enables them

Tax gap remains low

Serco and its auditor Deloitte

our audit quality processes,

to take advantage of pension

The tax gap has fallen from

have been issued substantial

which have evolved

system flexibilities.

7.2% in 2005/06, to 5.6% in

fines over false accounting

significantly since these

by the company. Serco was

audits were performed. We

Irregularities flagged

Within that, the corporation

fined £19.2m and required

have also specifically agreed

Fashion retailer New Look

tax gap was 8.1% last year

to pay £3.7m in costs and

with the FRC certain actions

has reported a financial

and the duty excise tax

£70m in compensation for

focused on learning lessons

loss for 2019 of £522m,

gap was 5.1%. However,

overcharging on electronic

from the shortcomings in this

up from £190m in 2018.

avoidable mistakes are

tagging contracts with the

audit work.’

The increased loss reflects

costing the Exchequer

a goodwill and brand

£9.9bn a year, of which VAT

Ministry of Justice. Deloitte

2017/18, HMRC reported.

was fined £6.5m (discounted

Zombie pension risk

impairment charge of £423m

accounts for £3bn. Jason

to £4.23m) for its audits

Zombie companies with

following restructuring.

Piper, head of taxation at

of Serco Geografix, the

large liabilities from defined

But the company also

ACCA, commented: ‘While

subsidiary that accepted

benefit (DB) pension

disclosed historic accounting

the corporation tax gap has

responsibility for false

schemes may be just waiting

irregularities which it said

reduced from 12.5% to 8.1%

accounting. Deloitte was

to close, warns KPMG. It

‘related to the trade creditor

in 2017/18 in little more than

also severely reprimanded,

calculates that one in five

control account’. New Look,

10 years, the biggest single
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taxpayer group responsible

to be set at a sensible

for the tax gap is small

level, and incorporating an

businesses – £14bn – costing

increased lower threshold for

society nearly twice as much

small gifts. The exemption

as big business (£7.7bn).

for regular gifts should

This doesn’t mean HMRC

be reformed or replaced

should devote twice as much

with a higher personal gift

resource to small business

allowance. We recommend

as big business. In reality it

that the seven-year period

should probably devote even

be shortened to five years

more than that to the issue.

– significantly reducing the

The challenges of dealing

workload on executors –

with this sector differ from

and abolishing the tapered

that of multinationals.’

rate of inheritance tax –

ACCA recognised

which many find works in a

ACCA won two awards at the annual MemCom awards

IHT reform

counterintuitive way.’ (See

(for professional associations) in London in June. It was

The Office for Tax

also Robert Bruce, page 18.)

awarded professional body of the year, based on the ACCA
Qualification, professional insights, audit work, and clear

Simplification (OTS) has
proposed inheritance tax

Offshore tax haul

strategy; and best member engagement strategy, based on

reform. Bill Dodwell, OTS tax

HMRC raised £560m from

the campaign around ACCA’s 200,000 member landmark.

director, explained: ‘We

investigations into UK

ACCA was also awarded ‘highly commended’ in the best

recommend replacing the

taxpayers with offshore

student engagement category, based on ACCA UK’s Future

multiplicity of lifetime gift

assets, up from £325m

Talent Academy initiative. Tonia Galati, employability

exemptions with a single

in 2016/17. An offshore,

engagement lead (pictured), who is part of the Future Talent

personal gift allowance,

corporate and wealthy

Academy team, collected the award on behalf of ACCA.

Changing role of financial advisers

(OCW) unit was established

claimed that the former

Nearly half of CFA Institute’s members globally expect their

by HMRC following the

Labour government’s

role to be significantly different or non-existent within five

publication of the Panama

implementation in 2010 of a

to 10 years. According to a survey of 3,800 CFA Institute

Papers, leading to 827

one-off 50% tax on bonuses

members and candidates, 48% expect their role to change;

investigations in the last year,

above £25,000 was unlawful

this rises to 58% among financial advisers. Other findings

according to a Freedom of

and in breach of EU rules.

include:

Information Act request by

Credit Suisse referred to

Access Financial. Analysis

the tax as ‘arbitrary’ in court

by UHY Hacker Young has

papers. The tax generated

concluded that HMRC has

£3.4bn across the industry.

60%
87%

of leaders expect investment firms will need to
increase training and development in the next
five to 10 years
of investment professionals say that training and
development opportunities are one of the most
important aspects when looking at an employer.

The most common skills being pursued today:
Soft skills

Alternative
investments

annual £860m from penalties,

Kier financial crisis

up 24%. The rise reflects the

The Kier Group has become

increasing difficulty of paying

the latest large government

tax bills on time, says the firm.

contractor to announce
that it is in financial

Portfolio risk
optimisation

17% are currently learning data analysis coding languages
12% are currently learning data visualisation

10

also generated a record

Credit Suisse loses

difficulty. Following a profit

Credit Suisse has lost its

warning, the group has

legal action against HMRC

initiated a strategic review,

in which it attempted to

which aims to simplify the

recover tax of £239m paid

group structure, improve

on bonuses. The bank

the allocation of capital
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resources, and identify ways

region offers huge growth

to generate more cash and

potential, but it is also

reduce leverage. The review

a region that plays an

is a recognition that when

important part in helping to

£97m on Brexit consultancy by April

the group expanded rapidly

build stronger global links

this year, according to the National

it did so with ‘insufficient

with trading blocs, such as

focus on cash generation

the EU, and international

and that the group today

associations, such as the

has debt levels that are too

Commonwealth. As these

chart below. Most individual pieces of work with consultants

high’, the company said in

trade links strengthen,

ran for less than three months, but government departments

a statement.

so does the potential for

have extended these in 43% of engagements. Total spend on

greater harmonisation of

consultancy support will continue to rise, said the NAO.

Mid-tier wins audits

Brexit consulting
The government had spent at least

Audit Office (NAO). It also found that six
consultancy firms received 96% of Brexit work
under the Cabinet Office arrangement – see

international standards.’

MHA MacIntyre Hudson,

Deloitte

22%

PA Consulting

which is now the UK

ACCA/Intuit MoU

member of the Baker Tilly

Intuit QuickBooks and

International network,

ACCA UK have signed

has won the audit for

a memorandum of

Ferrexpo following a

understanding (MoU),

tender exercise. Baker

which will help members

Tilly has a significant audit

embrace and benefit

capacity in Ukraine, where

from new developments

Ferrexpo has substantial

in technology. ACCA’s

G20 tax initiative

the Scottish Accountancy

assets. Deloitte resigned

small and medium sized

World leaders have agreed

& Financial Technology

as auditor earlier this year

practitioners (SMPs) are

a programme that will speed

Awards in Glasgow.

after complaining of delays

trusted advisers and

up the implementation of

MacLeod, financial controller

in dealing with an inquiry

have identified technology,

a global system for taxing

for PG Paper – one of the

into a charity receiving funds

the development of skills and

digital transactions. Meeting

UK’s largest, and fastest-

from the company. AJ Bell

talent and their own growth

as the G20 in Osaka, Japan

growing paper companies –

has appointed BDO as its

strategies as the biggest

in June, they adopted OECD

is responsible for developing

auditor, in place of KPMG,

challenges they face. The

proposals for achieving a

the finance structure to

which did not compete in the

MoU will help address these

consensus by next year,

deliver the owners’ vision,

tender process after 10 years

as ACCA and Quickbooks

based on its previous BEPS

working with insurance

in the role. Cineworld has

explore how they can

(Base Erosion and Profit

brokers to implement

appointed PwC as its auditor,

support the development

Shifting) initiative. France has

credit insurance to open

in place of KPMG.

of talent. Claire Bennison,

now adopted a 3% digital tax

up previously unavailable

head of ACCA UK, said:

and the UK has plans for its

markets. Head of ACCA

ACCA/ASEAN link

‘Digitalisation alters not

own digital tax. US treasury

Scotland, Craig Vickery,

ACCA has entered into

just the way accountancy is

secretary Steven Mnuchin

congratulated MacLeod

partnership with the

done but also the structure

responded: ‘The US has

for her award, adding: ‘I

UK-ASEAN Business

and purpose of accountancy

significant concerns with the

know Beth found the ACCA

Council to support the two

firms. It’s important that we

two current taxes that are

Qualification to be very

organisations’ long-term

listen to the needs of our

being proposed by France

beneficial right from her early

strategy to support the

members. This partnership

and the UK.’

career. She sailed through

rapid growth of domestic

with QuickBooks will enable

and transnational business

us to help our SMPs embrace

Accountant award

award is a testament to her

in south-east Asia. ACCA

change, transforming how

Beth MacLeod FCCA has

hard work and talent.’

chief executive Helen

they work with clients and

been awarded Scottish

Brand explained: ‘The

develop their teams.’

Accountant of the Year at

19%

PwC

18%

EY
Bain & Company
Boston Consulting Group

15%
11%
10%

her ACCA studies and this
AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Order from chaos
Troubleshooting and transformation are the name of the game for Donna Wheeler
FCCA, FD and CFO at IBM Global Business Services in the UK and Ireland

N

Business Services UK and Ireland, sees

2017

how IBM’s sophisticated transactions

the tech behemoth’s finance function

Appointed FD and CFO,

translate into a general ledger input and

as offering the business well-controlled

IBM Global Business

output,’ she says. ‘A debit is going to end

processes. These enable Wheeler and her

Services, UK and Ireland.

up in an account receivable, and someone

team to deal with IBM’s complex bespoke

Graduated with MSc in

is going to have to collect that cash.’

deliveries to its global clients.

professional accountancy

i

o one would be surprised to
learn that Donna Wheeler FCCA,

She ensures her own teams, whether

CV

ACCA-qualified or not, are well schooled in
these fundamentals. ‘I have to understand

FD and CFO of IBM’s Global

What may be surprising – especially for

from University of London

professional services arm of the business,

non-accountants – is that the approach
Wheeler has to maintaining and enhancing

2007–17

providing consulting, machine learning and

these disciplines can be traced back

Succession of roles at IBM,

cloud solutions. She sees her main role as

to a small South African accountancy

including chief accountant;

being a trusted business adviser. FDs are

practice, where she worked while a

commercial management

few and far between, and Wheeler, who

student. ‘I learned so much and found it

leader, finance and

took the job in 2017, is proud of having

so interesting,’ she says. ‘The firm gave me

operations outsourcing; UK

worked her way up to this position.

a little job, so I would go there during the

and Ireland FD for Global

week after lectures.’

Technology Services;

role that involves working closely with the

and FD for Europe sales

business, helping the general manager

and distribution

and the leadership team understand the

The only aspect of office life that was
automated was a Wang machine that she

It’s a commercial and advisory-focused

risks as they take difficult decisions to turn

used to input timesheet data. Starting off
in a workplace that had no computers, her

2000

commercial actions into profit. ‘When I am

hands-on financial education began with

Moved to UK and joined

doing that I feel the most relevant, and I

T-accounts (debits and credits represented

IBM as regional accounting

love to bring people with me to do that.’

graphically on a piece of paper) and sorting

manager

The troubleshooter

out clients’ accounting records – invariably
delivered in a cardboard box – to produce

1988

Over the years, troubleshooting and

the finished financial statements. The way

Graduated with BComm

transformation have been her key

those T-accounts brought forth order out of

from the University of

skills. ‘People ask me to come into

chaos has never left her.

South Africa

their part of IBM, and when I leave

Eventually, though, she left practice.
‘I was hungry for more responsibility and

they acknowledge I have transformed
their business, leaving them in a much

knowledge, and wanted to be at the coalface,’ she explains.

better state than when I found them,’ she explains. ‘I bring

Her younger self had concluded that her work was backward-

structure, and I build organisational capability in a controlled

looking, and she wanted to be part of carving out the future.

fashion. I choose every person in the team for the job that

However, she is clear that even today she uses those skills
she learned early on, overlaid by the high-level technical

12

Wheeler’s biggest driver is to add
value. IBM Global Business Services is the

needs to be done.’
She also builds teams to support her quest for relevance.

knowledge of her ACCA Qualification. ‘It does not matter how

Based across various European finance service centres

much you automate or standardise processes,’ she points out.

including the UK business, she describes them as ‘cross-

‘Understanding the debit and credit is absolutely fundamental

cultural, dynamic and geographically diverse, and

to any finance professional’s value-add.’

commercially aware and well informed about the business’.
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‘We’re a
108-year-old
startup. We keep
reinventing
ourselves’
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And that business is – according to one description Wheeler
heard recently – a 108-year-old startup. ‘We keep reinventing
ourselves,’ she says. ‘We’ve evolved from a company that

the internet of things via cloud technology.’
In this emerging world, Wheeler suggests that it is becoming

instructs machines and software to working in a cloud and

the responsibility of the CFO to ensure that the rest of the

cognitive environment. We use these technologies to drive our

C-suite and the boardroom understand the meaning and

own thinking and decision-making.’

potential of data and to guide colleagues in its use. She says:

Partnering with other companies, the business helps others

14

asset through robotics, artificial intelligence, blockchain and

‘This includes using data tools for risk management, scenario

to exploit all forms of data, structured and unstructured (such

planning, pushing operational excellence, robotic process

as speech and vision). Wheeler says: ‘Data is the most powerful

automation, predictive analysis to drive business insight,

asset for competitive advantage, and IBM is harnessing this

streamlining and cost-effectiveness.’
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For her the role of the CFO will become more important
as the degree of complexity, and therefore risk, increases.

i

Basics

‘The CFO will have to pinpoint where that risk, such as
cybersecurity, is actually coming from. We will need to do the

US$79.6bn

same thing in a different way.’

Total IBM revenue for the financial year ending

More broadly she warns that finance professionals need to

December 2018

maintain their awareness of risk levels as automation increases.
‘With the increasing use of algorithms, we as accountants

US$37bn

need to understand how a number is made up – where did it

IBM’s gross profit for the financial year ending

come from? In the future we won’t necessarily know.’

December 2018

And a key element on the risk register is the maintenance
of cybersecurity, which accountants need to champion. ‘We

US$127bn

need to be alert, educating ourselves to a new way of working

Market capitalisation

on these new technologies to navigate our way through,’ she

US$13.81

says. ‘This will ensure relevance.’
To take on those new responsibilities, CFOs and the finance

Operating earnings per share

team need reskilling so they can understand the potential of
new technologies and direct businesses accordingly. Wheeler

375,000

is foreshadowing this emerging world in her current role.

Number of employees, operating in more than 175 countries

‘IBM’s finance professionals are being
asked to do something that is very
different from running accounts over

mentors – there are people I call if I

regular time periods, closing the

have a difficult situation.’

books and going home. Things now

During her time at IBM Wheeler

happen in real time.’
The day before AB spoke to
Wheeler, her plans for the day had
been superseded by the need to
contribute to a client negotiation. The
commercial team wanted financial
information that required scenario
planning and financial modelling,
which led to Wheeler and her team

has driven financial transformations

‘If you don’t ask for
help, you can go
down a hole. I have
mentors – people
I call if I have a
difficult situation’

presenting to IBM’s highest finance

productivity – such as turning out
quarterly financial statements
faster. ‘Instead of repeating the
same transaction time and again
all over the organisation, you need
the concept of doing tasks once
in order to save time, effort and
costs,’ she says. This has led to the

levels to obtain approval and support
for the ultimate decision.

that are designed to raise

consolidation of reporting work in
increasingly automated financial centres, and using data and
technology-driven tools such as predictive analysis.

The bigger picture

The skills that are required of financial professionals have

Wheeler praises her team as the bedrock of her success (‘You

moved beyond the financial and even the commercial,

can’t do it on your own’). Describing her management style

Wheeler says, and now extend to relating and communicating

as ‘I believe I’m firm and fair’, she emphasises her structured

at all levels of the organisation. ‘We must have personal

approach. ‘That’s because I’m an accountant. From the word

skills and emotional intelligence – including tolerance for

go, I make sure everyone in my team understands their roles

cultural differences – in order to negotiate a way through the

and responsibilities, how they contribute to the bigger picture,

complexities of building the networks and the connections

and they have a sense of their value.’

that will allow you to obtain the information you need. In that

She also places considerable value on networking, and is a
volunteer on ACCA’s mentoring programme. ‘No man is an

way you earn the respect that ensures you have that place at
the table as a key decision-maker.’

AB

island, and asking for help facilitates success for yourself,’ she
says. ‘If you don’t ask for help, you can go down a hole. I have

Peter Williams, journalist
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Uniting to face the future
The finance function is in flux. To cope with future challenges, it needs to connect with
stakeholders like never before, says ACCA president Robert Stenhouse
and ongoing monitoring. These are core
competencies in finance professionals.
Compared to other disciplines,
the finance profession already has
established competencies in data
governance, which are underpinned by
the concept of professional scepticism
and ethical standards. Finance
professionals therefore have a huge
opportunity to apply and extend their
skillsets into non-financial data.
There was a strong belief among the
respondents that the CFO would remain
central to the organisation, but that risk
management and having a holistic view
is increasingly important. Many saw the
need to manage internal and external
stakeholders as increasingly significant.
With financial skills spread across the
organisation, the impact on the CFO
as the strategic financial adviser to the
board also can’t be ignored.
If I had a blank sheet of paper, I’d
include the recommendations in this
report. I’d ensure the finance function’s
design is truly connected. I would
If you were given a blank sheet of

consider major change to be likely.

ensure that it built internal and external

paper, how would you design the

The report attributes these differing

networks, and that it communicated

finance function of the future? Where

views to geography and demography:

proactively, and demonstrated its value

would you start and what challenges or

respondents in developed economies

through building trust and sharing

opportunities would you see ahead?

appeared less open to change than

insights. I would also make sure ongoing

those in fast-changing economies.

learning support was part of the design.

These are some of the questions asked
in the report by ACCA and PwC Finance:

16

The points made about trust

ACCA continues to explore this notion

a journey to the future? It summarises

interested me a great deal. Trusted

of connections and the profession as a

the responses of members and PwC

data is increasingly seen as the core

super-connector, so look out for further

contacts worldwide on a number of

of the organisation. If we are to secure

resources on this (see the backpage

hypotheses about the future of finance

value from data, we need to be able to

of this edition) as we help develop the

(see the hypotheses on page 38).

trust it. My experience of using audit

finance function of the future.

AB

The report found respondents to

analytics is that there is often a lack of

be clearly separated into two groups:

high-quality data. To secure data that

Robert Stenhouse is ACCA president

those who think change will happen but

will yield true insight requires consistent

and a director, national accounting and

question its speed; and those who don’t

processes, effective internal controls

audit, at Deloitte in the UK.
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Back to the classroom
Politicians don’t understand the tax system and aren’t in post long enough to learn
about it, but the Office of Tax Simplification may have the answer, says Robert Bruce
Taxing legacies

There is a complete disconnection

Robert Bruce delves deeper into
simplifying inheritance tax, at
accaglobal.com/ab/podcasts.

between the arguments around tax
policy and the raising of revenue. No
one doubts that the tax system is way
too complex, but few do anything
about how tax is raised.

There is no shortage of ideas. But at

In early July, the chair of the House

times there just seems to be a shortage

of Commons procedure committee

of good sense. And the parliamentary

called for a new committee, a budget

systems and the politicians who drive

committee, to be set up. The reason, he

the tax regime can make it worse. They

said, was simple: there are a plethora

are tied to the legislative mistakes of

of systems to scrutinise how taxpayers’

the past. There are a few short years

money has been spent, but they come

between elections. They need to

into play only after the horses have

invent or change something. They do

bolted. Parliament pays hardly any

so. They bask in approbation. Then

attention to spending plans at the

the implications, the effects, or the

outset. As the committee chair Charles

unintended consequences of the

Walker said: ‘MPs have, in the past

measures are realised. And then there

week, signed off the spending of over

is a fight to reform the measure. Think

£300bn of taxpayers’ money with a

business rates. It is a depressing cycle.

cursory amount of scrutiny.’

The answer needs to be practical

This, it must be said, has always been

and knee-deep in much good sense.

the case. And there are many reasons.

And that is where the Office of Tax

The number of MPs who understand

Simplification comes in. Set up almost

tax policy, let alone the technical detail,

a decade ago, it is an independent

can probably be counted on the fingers

office of the Treasury that became a

of two hands. It is easier for them to

statutory body in 2016, so it is hard

assume that all will be well and then nod

to ignore. It is there to provide ways

tax proposals through – hence the idea

in which the tax system could be

of having a budget committee to take a

simplified. But it is not really about

look at the ideas before the juggernaut

clearing the overgrown undergrowth.

actually starts moving.
The tax process should be simple. It
is about deciding how much revenue
the public finances need and then
setting about the simplest way of
raising it. But the real problem is that of
understanding. It is impossibly hard to
decide what ought to be done if hardly
anyone has a clue what is going on. So
the need is for understanding as much
as it is about the detail.

18

It is about providing evidence-based

There is no
shortage of
revenue-raising
ideas. But at times
there just seems
to be a shortage of
good sense

information that will persuade politicians
to bring about change.
For Kathryn Cearns, recently
appointed chair, it is a simple equation
to bring the three sides – taxpayers, tax
gatherer and politicians – together in
something approaching harmony. The
objective is to produce positive change.
‘We need to keep the interaction
between the taxpayers and the system
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as straightforward as possible,’ she says.

Inheritance tax: the convoluted logic

If we can manage that, then reforms and

In its two reports on inheritance tax (in 2018 and 2019), the Office of Tax

change will flow. ‘The more taxpayers

Simplification explained what might be made simpler. There are around 590,000

understand the system, the more likely

deaths in the UK every year. The number of inheritance tax forms that have to

they are to comply on time,’ she adds.

be filled out each year, at a difficult and emotional time for the people involved,

‘It would be more efficient for HMRC as

is 275,000. Only around 24,500 result in a requirement to pay tax. In the 2017/18

well. It is a partnership.’

tax year, inheritance tax receipts amounted to £5.2bn. ‘To put this into context,’

There is a mass of information out
there. It is a question of making it clear

explained the report, ‘this would cover just over one week’s worth of the cost of
providing UK pensions and welfare benefits that year.’ It is a disproportionate tax.

and influential. ‘We need to look at
how our proposals work,’ she says, ‘and
whether they work out as we expected.

then they can avoid the pitfalls. We

action,’ Cearns says. ‘We need to work

It is not just about tax technical

need a broader understanding about

together.’ It is a simple strategy, but one

issues, but about how people react.

what works and what does not.’

that should work.

It is incumbent on us to make HMRC

AB

Likewise the politicians. ‘We have to

evidence on this more visible. If people

produce reports that really address the

Robert Bruce is an accountancy

have evidence of what has happened,

issues so politicians can put them into

commentator and journalist.
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Living by numbers
Professional accountancy is not for wimps. Drawing on her many years
of experience, Alison Thomas offers some light-hearted advice

Q
A

I can’t believe that investors still

world? The world’s largest investment

greater risk of having a stroke. Less

use price-to-earnings (PE) ratios.

firms routinely buy in real-time data

really can be more.

Are they mad?
The PE ratios, which measures the

This allows them to track smartphone

market price of a stock relative to

locations on a real-time basis. It gives

Q

Senior management at my firm all
act the same way. It’s as if they

its earnings, is a crude valuation tool.

them e-invoicing data on a product-by-

Everyone knows that. And yet, as you

product basis. It offers satellite imaging

when they enter the building. How can

rightly point out, it is still widely used.

of delivery trucks and shop car parks.

I progress while still maintaining my

Why? In a recent blog on the website

If investment firms know a retailer’s

park their personalities at the door

own individual character?

A

Footnotes Analyst, Steve Cooper,

footfall or a particular product’s sales,

former member of the International

then perhaps it makes sense for

Accounting Standards Board (IASB),

companies to level the playing field for

and Dennis Jullens, an academic at

the rest of the investment community by

of character de-risks operations, so

Amsterdam Business School and

releasing the data themselves.

managers reward those who toe the

formerly of UBS, set out the theoretical
underpinning of the use of PERs – how
they are discounted cashflow models in
disguise. It’s a great article if you want
a quick refresher on the background to
PEs (bit.ly/Footnotes-PERs).
Admittedly, the model they present is
not fancy – far from it. Everything about

I see it all the time. You walk into a
firm and it’s like a factory churning

out clones. Some argue that uniformity

line. Personally, I think such arguments

Q

I work harder than anyone else in

are no more than a crude attempt to

the team, but time and again I’m

justify lazy recruitment practices – that,

passed over for promotion. Am I being

in reality, cookie-cutter personalities

taken for granted?

arise from a natural propensity for

A

You’re not alone. Last year

managers to hire people who are similar

ESCP Europe and Cass Business

to themselves. The result risks the perils

School surveyed 52,000 European

of groupthink, can stifle innovation and

PEs is on the simplistic side. And yet, to

workers and found that those who

will bore the socks off clients.

my mind, this is its strength. Everyone

spent more time in the office reported

can see its flaws, but everyone knows

higher levels of stress and fatigue as

shift – typically very slowly, but it can

the basic underlying assumptions that

well as lower job satisfaction. Just to

happen. You might luck out with new

it represents. Whether or not you agree

add insult to injury, they also found a

senior management coming in from the

with those assumptions may just be

link between greater work effort and

outside to shake things up. If not, you

the critical insight you need to make a

inferior career outcomes. Those who

have three choices: you and your cohort

bundle of money.

slog their guts out apparently enjoy

can lead by example, showing the

fewer opportunities to advance within

benefits that diverse perspectives can

We seem to be heading towards

the company, less job security and less

bring; you can join a firm that already

real-time reporting. Is it really the

recognition.

understands the benefits of diversity;

Q
A

answer to investors’ prayers?

20

feeds from a vast aarray of sources.

And I’m afraid that the bad news

The good news is that cultures can

or you can find a firm whose dominant

I’m torn. Part of me worries about

doesn’t stop there. A study in the

personality matches your own. Fight the

the health of fundamental analysts

European Heart Journal found that

attack of the clones.

faced with a tsunami of data on their

those who work more than 55 hours

portfolio of companies. I also worry

a week were 1.4 times more likely to

about the noisiness of such data. Would

develop an irregular heartbeat than

it leave us deaf to long-term trends?

those on a standard 35 to 40-hour week.

On the other hand, can we continue

They also note widespread evidence

to ignore what is going on in the digital

that those working long hours are at

AB

Alison Thomas is a consultant.
More information
Contact us with your concerns at
abeditor@accaglobal.com
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Libra’s false freedom
Jane Fuller casts a critical eye over Facebook’s digital payments initiative and
its promise of cheap and speedy international money transfers
The freedom to transmit money as

Rana Foroohar conjured up a striking

easily as sending a text message –

image in her Financial Times column

that’s the seductive case for the libra

(7 July 2019) of a stand-off between

global currency made in a ‘whitepaper’

liberal democracy/free markets (the

published by the Facebook-convened

‘Washington consensus’), state-run

Libra Association.

capitalism (the ‘Beijing consensus’) and

Money is different from a text

cyber-libertarianism (the ‘Zuckerberg

message and it is not difficult, even

consensus’). Which would you vote for?

for a non-techie, to pick holes in the

Fourth, it will not help the poor and

Facebook argument. The following

unbanked. They need money before

list is not exhaustive and assumes, for

they can make any payments, and libra

example, that the crypto trail will be

is not about to be handed out free.

much more secure than email.

I am, however, uneasy about siding

First, libra, whose value will be based

100% with governments and the status

on a basket of currencies, is not simple.

quo. Libra would have little appeal if

There will be a variable exchange rate

crossborder transactions were already

with users’ home currencies, and the

cheap and speedy. The prospect

reserve assets backing it need to be

of Facebook and its libra partners

managed. A more obvious candidate for

weighing in should be a welcome

extended use in cross-border trade is

catalyst. It might also cause a review

the Chinese renminbi.

of the bureaucracy that besets too

Second, cash – and libra is just

many bank-based transactions, with

cash in digital form – is the payment

anti-money-laundering regulation too

method of choice for criminals. Some

often being used as an excuse.

people decry the €500 note for this very

Libra is in its infancy – the launch

reason, but libra will be much more

target is the first half of next year.

convenient than the folding stuff for

Regulatory scrutiny may well cause

dirty deals. Pseudonymity will allow

delays. It will, in any case, take time for it

‘users to hold one or more addresses

to gain traction.

that are not linked to their real-world

Meanwhile, let’s hope that rapidly

identity’, according to the whitepaper.

improving payment systems will offer

As with the old Swiss bank account, a

fast and cheap transfers in existing

user’s identity can be either secret or

currencies, and that banking and

not when investigating authorities insist

payments regulation is (a) streamlined,

on having access. But why would users

and (b) extended to Facebook et

risk a big expansion of transactions that
need investigation?
Third, it will deprive sovereign
nations of control over their currency
and could facilitate runs. Profits from
minting (seigniorage) that currently
go to taxpayers will also be lost.

Libra will be much
more convenient
for dirty deals than
the folding stuff

al, so that its common advantage of
regulatory arbitrage – ie avoidance – is
no longer relevant.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA Society of
the UK and Co-director of the Centre for
the Study of Financial Innovation.
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The view from
Roianne Nedd ACCA, founder and director of diversity
and inclusion consultancy RoCaro, and writer and poet

83%
of companies globally have

At school in Guyana I got

I had a strong desire to

experienced a third-party

a head-start by studying

focus on applying financial

incident in the past three years, with

accountancy in year 10. My

rigour to issues around

almost half (46%) resulting in a high or

dad was an accountant and

diversity and inclusion.

moderate business impact.

as I was good with numbers,

I conducted an equality

Source: Deloitte

it felt natural to follow him

audit in central government,

into the profession.

using professional
scepticism to look at the

I took up a role in the Ministry of Justice

story being told and demonstrating how

Diversity struggles

after moving to England aged 18.

to measure the cost of failed policies or

Four FTSE 350 companies have no

I focused on reporting financial spend

change programmes.

women at all on their boards, according

on projects and improving how the
spending was phased to deliver savings.

to the Hampton-Alexander review.
In 2014 I started my own company.

Research published by Cranfield

I help businesses see how diversity

University, supported by the Financial

I spotted an opportunity within central

and inclusion are drivers for business

Reporting Council, found that even

government to study for the ACCA

performance and foster innovation.

companies that appoint women to their

Qualification. When I started studying

boards are not always committed to

I was a single mum to an 18-month-

I have worked with approximately

the process, with many accused of ‘a

old baby. I am proud of the fact I

100 different organisations and senior

tickbox attitude to diversity’. It found

completed my exams in four years and

leaders, predominantly in financial

that women serve shorter tenures than

completed a post-graduate leadership

services and the public sector. I am

men and are less likely to get promoted

course at the same time – all while

supported by a bookkeeper, an

to senior roles, while just 11% of women

working full-time.

accountant, project manager and

on boards are from black, Asian or other

personal assistant. I build referrals by

minority ethnic backgrounds. Randall

speaking at events and networking.

Peterson, academic director of the

The secret to my success was taking

London Business School Leadership

three exam papers per sitting. I
accepted that if I failed an exam it was

When you don’t have diversity within

Institute, said that diversity is falling,

good revision for the next time I took it.

a business, decisions aren’t challenged

with directors increasingly likely to have

and the risk profile becomes higher.

a finance background and less likely to

When Barings Bank collapsed, those

have international experience.

involved all had a similar mindset and
were afraid to challenge the status quo.

When you don’t
have diversity
within a business,
decisions aren’t
challenged and
the risk profile
becomes higher

Britain’s best bosses
Anglian Water CEO Peter Simpson

In the long term I want my business to

has been voted Britain’s best boss,

be a legacy for my children. I eventually

with a 98% staff approval rating in

plan to take a step back and pursue

the past 12 months, according to

other interests, while my associates and

the annual Glassdoor poll. He was

team run the business.

followed by Marc Benioff at Salesforce,
Martin Bennett at Homeserve, Sundar

Outside of work I write poetry and

Pichai at Google and Joe Garner at

self-help books. I also lead a charity that

Nationwide Building Society.

supports children in Guyana.

AB
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Unintended
consequences
By making investors pay for company research directly, MiFID II has led to a cut in
research coverage, forcing investor relations teams to fill the gap, says Peter Elwin

Before the second Markets in

24

It was feared that the total amount

be under threat, although very large and
small (niche) providers would thrive.

Financial Instruments Directive

paid for research would decline, the

(MiFID II) took effect in January 2018,

number of research analysts would

There was much less focus on the

it was widely predicted that dramatic

fall, the coverage of small and mid-

likely impact on companies and their

changes to how company research

cap companies would contract, and

investor relations teams, but as we

would be provided would ensue.

medium-sized research providers would

approach the end of the second year of
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on conferences than they have been

MiFID II, the implications are becoming

Declining revenues and a drive to

clearer: investor relations teams will be

achieve efficiencies would imply that

historically, reducing the opportunities

more important in the future, but their

research providers are trying to do

for companies to get a platform to

task will become more difficult.

more with less. The anecdotal evidence

make their case to potential investors,

uncovered by surveys such as the CFA’s

although companies report that the

new rules was that end-investors (retail

suggest that MiFID II has accelerated

level of ‘no shows’ at conferences has

investors and pension funds) should

the process of ‘juniorisation’ at the

declined since investors have had to pay

be able to see what was being paid

larger investment banks as they seek

to attend.

for research on their behalf. It was

to make their research departments

calculated that this transparency would

more efficient.

One of the policy aims behind the

drive down costs.
There is no doubt that the overall

Where now?

One senior investor relations director

Contrary to the gloomiest of pre-MiFID

at a large European company said:

II prognostications, there has so far

amount paid for research by European

‘Quality has declined; research reports

been no withdrawal from the market of

fund managers has declined. A recent

have less substance. Analysts have less

many research providers. Instead, the

CFA Institute survey revealed that larger

time to write in-depth reports on us or

sell-side has chosen to cut costs and

investment firms (managing more than

our peers.’

compete on price, and the majority view

€250bn) cut their budgets by 11% over
the course of 2018.

MiFID II is also driving changes in
the interaction between investors and

appears to be that this process still has
some way to run. The view of one senior

This implies a big hit to revenues

equities manager at a large institution

for research providers. In November

is that ‘the buy-side will continue to cut

2018, Greenwich Associates predicted:
‘Brokers will be earning about 20% less
on European equity research as of the
end of 2019 as a result of MiFID II.’

Resource reduction
Research providers have responded by
reducing the resources they allocate
to research production. Although the
impact of MiFID II on research coverage
has been less dramatic than some

The danger is that
public markets will
focus on the very
largest companies,
reducing liquidity
and raising share
price volatility for
smaller companies

the amount it pays until the sell-side
starts to push back, and there’s no sign
of that happening so far’.
While this trend may appear to be
beneficial, there is a strong risk that
the quality of research will suffer as
more experienced (and accordingly
more expensive) analysts are cut, and
the coverage of smaller companies
continues to shrink.
If this is what happens, then public
markets will continue to shift towards

expected, the particular concerns about

a focus on the very largest companies,

a reduction in research into smaller
companies. Some large investment

resulting in reduced liquidity and

institutions are now establishing their

more volatile share prices for smaller

and the Quoted Companies Alliance

own corporate access teams to arrange

companies. Companies will find it

earlier this year, 62% of investors

company meetings, disintermediating

harder to get their story across to

thought the quantity of research into

the banks, which have traditionally

investors, and more may choose to

UK small and mid-caps had fallen since

provided this service. Many investors

commission issuer-sponsored research

MiFID II’s introduction. The much wider

also appear to be devoting more

as a way to fill the gap.

CFA Institute survey of asset managers

of their time to attending company

and research providers across Europe

meetings (perhaps to reduce the need

the investor relations challenges have

found that 47% of respondents working

to meet analysts).

become more significant. Companies

companies seem to be broadly correct.
According to a survey by Peel Hunt

at asset managers thought the provision

In MiFID II’s brave new research world,

Conferences have always been an

large and small will have to materially

of small and mid-cap research had

efficient way for companies to get

strengthen their investor relations

shrunk over the same period (only 4%

their message across to investors,

function as a result.

thought it had grown), while 54% of all

and here the MiFID impact is more

respondents thought the number of

mixed. Research providers are more

Peter Elwin is a partner in consultancy

research analysts had dropped.

reluctant to spend money putting

Augmented Solutions.

AB
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A clearer era
Stringent and tough-to-meet new transparency rules laid down by the Shareholder
Rights Directive II will affect the entire investment chain. Steve Giles explains
The second version of the

right and transmit information to

Shareholder Rights Directive (SRD

shareholders without ‘undue delay’,
either by providing voting forms

II) is highly ambitious, seeking to

42% of European
investors had
not heard of the
directive and only
3% believed their
organisation met
its requirements

improve the stability and sustainability
of EU companies in EU-regulated
markets, where governance practices
often differ significantly between
member states.
It also has a broad scope, establishing
new obligations for each party in the
investment chain: institutional investors,
asset managers, intermediaries, proxy

to shareholders and registering
votes with issuers or by putting a
shareholder in touch with an issuer.
Member states are permitted to
set a minimum threshold of a 0.5%
holding before a company can
request shareholder identification.

*

advisers and EU-listed companies.

advisers. For the first time proxy
advisory agencies are required

There are extra-territorial implications

CPD

More transparency of proxy

to draw up and disclose a code

too for third-country intermediaries and

together with information on

of conduct and report on its

proxy advisers providing services for

policy implementation and

application. They must also disclose

organisations in the EU.

voting decisions. This includes

certain key information about the

monitoring companies against

preparation of their research, advice

latest version of the directive are:

long-term environmental, social and

and voting recommendations

*

governance (ESG) factors.

(eg any conflicts of interest).

The main changes introduced by the
Long-term engagement of
institutional investors and asset
managers. Increased transparency

*

Stronger shareholder rights and
facilitation of crossborder voting.

*

Shareholders will have a ‘say on
pay’. SRD II encourages more

rules require investors and asset

Issuers have been given the right

transparency and accountability

managers to develop and disclose –

to identify their shareholders. The

on directors’ pay. It gives all

on a comply or explain basis – their

updated directive is stringent on

shareholders the right to vote on

investment policies and how they

the role of intermediaries such as

remuneration policies every four

engage with investee companies,

banks. They must facilitate this

years. Whether this vote will be
binding or advisory will be decided
by each individual member state.

Shareholder Rights Directive II

SRD II also requires remuneration

The European Council adopted the Shareholder Rights Directive II in 2017 as part

reports to be voted on annually on

of its drive to improve the consistency and quality of corporate governance. It aims

an advisory basis. The objective is

to promote better shareholder engagement and stewardship. The backbone of the

to establish a stronger link between

directive came into force in June 2019, with the rest applicable from September 2020.

pay and performance.

The original 2007 directive was the first EU law to lay down minimum shareholder
rights. It enabled investors to exercise their rights to information and proxy voting

*

Related-party transactions.
Companies are now required

across borders and to vote in general meetings via electronic means. However, the

to disclose material related-

2008 global financial crisis exposed shortcomings: the level of monitoring of investee

party transactions that are most

companies and engagement by institutional investors and asset managers was often

likely to create risks for minority

inadequate, and institutional investors and asset managers were also overly focused

shareholders. These should be

on short-term returns. SRD II amends the 2007 directive to address those concerns.

submitted for approval by the
shareholders in a general meeting.

26
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Stewardship Code

Compliance with the new

shareholder votes on remuneration
policies. The UK also has a Stewardship

requirements will not be easy. But

Following consultation, the Financial

Code for institutional investors and

whatever the challenges, SRD II should

Reporting Council (FRC) is amending

asset managers requiring them to

be viewed positively, especially for

the Stewardship Code to align with the

disclose their policies on stewardship

its encouragement of longer-term

recent changes to the UK corporate

and engagement (see box).

stewardship.

governance landscape. Due to be

AB

Despite this, SRD II has implications

published in final form imminently, the

for all parties in the investment chain.

Steve Giles is a consultant and lecturer

revised code sets higher expectations

Take proxy advisers: they not only have

in governance, risk and compliance.

for investor stewardship, in terms of

to draw up codes of conduct, they

both policy and practice.

must also come to terms with the new

The revised code will focus on how

disclosure requirements – not easy in an

effective stewardship delivers sustainable

area of the market where transparency is

value for beneficiaries, the economy

not widespread.

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

and society. Investors will have to report
how their purpose, values and culture
enable them to meet their obligations
to clients and beneficiaries. Signatories
will be expected to take material ESG
issues into account when fulfilling
their stewardship responsibilities. And
investors will be expected to exercise

CPD

stewardship across a wider range of
assets where they have influence and
rights, in the UK and globally.

Given the significance of the changes,
it is surprising how little awareness of
SRD II there appears to be among the
EU investment community. Research
by Hermes Investment Management in
early 2019 found that 42% of European
investors surveyed had not heard of the
directive, and only 3% believed their
organisation met its requirements.
This low profile might reflect the
hitherto disparate approach to
stewardship issues across the EU
– for example, full shareholder
identification processes
currently exist in only half of
EU member states. Also,
parts of SRD II already
apply in some member
states – Belgium,
France and the UK
already have laws
in place covering
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What could go wrong?
As organisations have struggled with the well-known ‘three lines of defence’ model
for risk governance, it could be time for a less segregated approach
Risk management is fundamental to

right across the organisation, at all

environment, leadership tone, and

the success of organisations in every

levels,’ he says.

the success or failure of past risk

business sector. This is a complex

If risk management is to be truly

management initiatives.

world, full of uncertainty, so whatever

effective, it must be managed as an

the business does and whatever its

inherent part of delivering day-to-day

risk management requires the use of

size, it must manage risk.

business activities. In other words, risk

complementary formal mechanisms

management processes must take place

(such as risk registers, control

at every level of the organisation.

assessments and internal audits) and

Risk is present in every corporate
process, activity and decision, and
that means that all staff will have some

The report explains that effective

informal mechanisms (such as social

responsibility for taking and controlling

One size doesn’t fit all

risk. Whatever the organisation’s

It is well understood that no two

overarching approach to risk, these

businesses are the same, which means

as particularly important in embedding

day-to-day behaviours matter greatly.

there is no standard blueprint for

a risk management culture. ‘If [the

If an organisation is to manage its

good risk management. Instead, the

process] was just formal, it wouldn’t be

own unique risks effectively, it must

report uses four in-depth case studies

as embedded in the business,’ a board

encourage a culture where staff are

and input from risk management

member of one case study company

actively engaged in the management

professionals to explore how

told the report’s authors. ‘Because there

of risk and are coordinating their risk-

organisations have sought to embed risk

is that informal ability to pick up the

taking and control decisions. When

management and share best practice.

phone to somebody who might help

an organisation achieves this state,

The study found that while the

networking and influencing techniques).
The informal relationships are seen

you chew a problem over, it just works.’

good risk management practices are

case study organisations had similar

embedded across the business. The

objectives in terms of risk management,

communication is absolutely essential to

question, of course, is how to get there.

the paths they took to embed risk

effectively embedding risk management

That is the challenge
that lies at the centre of a
new ACCA report, Risk and
performance: Embedding

management practices
varied widely,
depending on
their external

The study also found that

throughout the organisation – and not
just communication between the risk
management function and internal
audit, but also between business

risk management. It follows on

units and functions. Overall, the risk

from a 2018 study on board-level risk

management function should play a

management practices, and examines
how board-level risk-taking and
control objectives translate into the
risk management activities performed
within organisations.
As Jamie Lyon, interim director of
professional insights at ACCA, says
in his introduction to the report,

key role in communication and
in building risk management
relationships.
‘The function
operates as a nexus
for risk management
communication,’ says
the report. ‘A risk

embedding risk practices successfully
can be challenging. ‘A key issue is how
we translate the management of risk
from a theoretical exercise to an activity
that has resonance and meaningfulness

28
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management function
that cannot build effective
relationships across an
organisation will not be
able to embed effective risk
management practices.’
The function must not only
design and implement risk
assessment and reporting
tools, it must also work hard to
explain and sell the benefits of risk
management to the wider organisation.
In every case study, it was stressed that
as little technical language as possible
was used. One risk manager declared
that when communicating with other
parts of the business he rarely used the
work ‘risk’. ‘We just ask the question: tell
me what can go wrong?’ Embedding
tools, procedures and software is most
effective when it is not described as risk

One risk manager
rarely uses the
work ‘risk’. ‘We just
ask the question:
tell me what
can go wrong’

management, the report adds, because
labelling it as risk suggests it is the
responsibility of a risk manager.

Instead, the report’s authors propose

‘An important difference between

a less segregated option, which

the three modes of accountability and

Less segregation

they call a ‘modes of accountability’

the three lines of defence is that the

Risk governance’s ‘three lines of

approach. In this approach, the risk

former overlap in how accountability

defence’ model (that is, operational

management function is accountable

is distributed, though the degree of

management, internal monitoring/

for designing the organisation’s formal

overlap can vary,’ the report states.

oversight, and internal audit) is a

risk management mechanism and

well recognised methodology, but

overseeing the risk-taking and control

fixes’ in embedding risk management,

the report stresses that this has not

decisions made by business units and

as what works differs between

been particularly helpful in practice.

functions. Business units and functions

organisations. Even so, it lays out a

Every case study organisation, it says,

are in turn accountable for using

number of recommendations that

struggled with the requirements of

these mechanisms to make decisions

highlight best practice, including

this model; in fact, none had adopted

about risk that are consistent with the

rethinking risk governance as

a pure ‘three-lines’ approach. ‘We

organisation’s objectives. And finally, the

‘integrated accountability’. Overall,

observed in each organisation a

internal audit function is accountable

the report illustrates the challenges

struggle to reconcile the theoretical

for providing assurance that all risk-

of translating business theory into

idea of a three-lines approach with the

taking and control decisions, and the

workable practice, but it can be done.

practical realities of implementing one,’

mechanisms used to support them,

says the report.

are appropriate.

It concludes that there are ‘no quick

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Growth springs eternal
Mature companies may lack the vaunted agility of startups but some have achieved
remarkable growth figures. Tobias Kutzewski FCCA and Surja Datta ask how they do it
Growing a company is a challenge.

publicly available data on high-growth

remarkable given that they were

companies in thriving markets, it may

achieved during the early 2010s, in the

come naturally, as part of a rising tide.

aftermath of the sub-prime financial

Three drivers

But how can a mature company in a

crisis. While the rest of the Dutch

We expected our research to reveal

saturated market grow profitably?

economy stood pretty well still, with an

three general drivers for achieving

annualised industry growth rate of 0.84%,

growth: innovation, internationalisation

on the growth factors of manufacturing

our selected companies clearly did not

and leadership.

companies in mature markets. Based

accept limited growth prospects as a

on an annual league table published

given, posting average growth of 8.9%.

This question inspired our research

by corporate finance adviser CFI

30

These results are even more

To some fortunate startups and

To find out how companies grow,

manufacturers.

We separated innovation into three
categories: product, process and
organisational. An example of product

Netherlands (you can find the 2018 list

we took a two-step approach. First,

innovation is a new and advanced

at bit.ly/CFI-2018), we identified a group

we interviewed advisers and private

product within an existing production

of manufacturers in the Netherlands

equity investors with experience

line; process innovation relates to

that have enjoyed annualised average

of mid-market companies to find

changes in the production process; and

growth of almost 9%. These companies

out what they perceive as relevant

we defined organisational innovation

have achieved extraordinary levels of

growth facilitators. Second, we

as strategic alliances, joint ventures

turnover and profitability (based on

developed six detailed business cases

and outsourcing.

annualised average EBIT and the return

from interviews with senior executives

on invested capital).

and management team members and

We separated internationalisation
into global production and international
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sales activities. Leadership was

growth. Company executives, however,

coordinate their efforts to maximise the

separated into two variations: the

stressed the relevance of collective

likelihood of success.

behaviour of an individual key executive,

efforts and general market conditions.

and the collective behaviour of a group

The combined efforts of the company

than one source, this coordination of

of senior executives.

tend to come together eventually

efforts forms a natural arena for the

under favourable conditions. It

finance department to contribute its

and private equity investors who we

seems that where preparation meets

particular skills and abilities.

interviewed stressed the importance of

opportunity, executives understand

product innovation in achieving growth.

that a little luck truly helps a company’s

growth strategy is not a prerequisite

This should come as no surprise, since

growth ambitions.

for growth. Some high-growth

The advisers to mid-market companies

manufacturing companies in general

Where growth is achieved from more

As our research shows, a detailed

companies do not follow any growth

are product-driven. Some companies

Untapped areas of growth

agenda. However, all companies in

may provide additional services, but

Surprisingly, the research uncovered

our research perceive and address the

production capabilities dominate their

areas for further growth that remained

need to define and carefully monitor

business model.

untapped. Organisational innovation,

any potential growth paths and to

expansion into countries with strong

align efforts where necessary to new

cultural similarities and developing

business opportunities.

External advisers generally
emphasised the potential benefits of
organisational innovation, such as the

The doom myth

development of new business models
and improvements in production
processes – a strategy that found little
support among the manufacturing
businesses in our case selection.
Advisers and investors agreed
that an internationalisation strategy
involving countries in close geographic
proximity was frequently used. However,
little evidence emerged that cultural
proximity plays any significant role when
considering markets for expansion.

There is no
evidence for the
assumption that a
growing company
is doomed to
develop into an
unmanageable
behemoth

The senior executives of high-growth

High-growth companies have always
fascinated practitioners and scholars
alike. Jim Collins and Verne Harnish,
for example, have explored company
growth and the scaling of businesses
in depth. And as far back as 1959, in
her book The Theory of the Growth
of the Firm, Edith Penrose declared
she had found no evidence for the
assumption that a growing company is
doomed ultimately to develop into an
unmanageable behemoth.

manufacturing businesses differed in

Our research extends this view.

two significant ways about how they

leadership capabilities beyond the level

Coordination of company activities

thought growth could be achieved.

of the executive team were all identified

and resources may even contribute

First, although they agreed that product

as avenues for further growth.

to efficiency and profitability when

innovation is pivotal in growth, they saw

One senior executive described his

performed as part of a structured

process innovation principally as a cost-

company’s efforts as ‘a continuous

monitoring framework – a strategy that

cutting response to price competition

struggle with the idiosyncratic nature

ultimately involves all organisational

– a move that becomes relevant only

of growth’. Achieving growth through a

levels and facilitates the exploitation of

under external market pressure.

set of distinctive tools is not a certainty

new growth paths. Growing a company

but, with careful monitoring and

remains a challenge, but it is, we

orchestration, it is possible.

believe, a manageable one.

Second, they identified
internationalisation as important to
growth, primarily through increased

AB

Coordinating growth is not a

sales activities in geographically close

leadership task performed in isolation.

Tobias Kutzewski FCCA is an interim

countries and after careful analysis of

Our research reveals that to be

manager and part-time researcher in

market entry conditions.

successful it needs to be orchestrated

entrepreneurship at Vrije Universiteit

across multiple levels of a company.

Amsterdam. Dr Surja Datta is a senior

generally emphasised the importance

Production, sales, research and

lecturer and researcher at the Business

of leadership capabilities in achieving

development and finance need to

School of Oxford Brookes University.

Business advisers and investors
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Digital dynamics
Technology has brought us a long way, but where it will take us is hard to envisage.
Wherever we’re heading the IFRS Foundation is getting future fit, says Erkki Liikanen
Central bankers are avid readers of

leveraging technology and digitisation

and are less likely to deliver material

banks’ IFRS financial statements. They

to improve business performance – can

improvements in productivity because

also pay a great deal of attention to

take up the slack resulting from these

the headwinds against growth are just

technology and its role as a driver

productivity and economic headwinds.

too strong.

of economic growth. And the IFRS

More specifically, will digitalisation be as

Others argue that rich countries have

Foundation needs to stay abreast

important to productivity growth as the

picked most of the ‘low-hanging fruit’ of

of technology and digitalisation,

earlier breakthrough technologies?

growth, and so mature economies such

regarding how it is affecting the

as the US have reached a technological

preparation and consumption of

Productivity benefits

plateau. Added to this is Robert Solow’s

financial information, the accounting

Once we get standards for digitalisation

‘productivity paradox’, that ‘you can see

challenges of crypto-assets, and for the

properly done, when everything can

the computer age everywhere, except in

efficiency and effectiveness of its own

be completed electronically end-to-

the productivity statistics’.

internal operations.

end, and once data can be shared and

Everything is now interrelated, or

are the optimists. MIT academic Erik

perhaps interdependent. Almost

this impact future productivity? The

Brynjolfsson argues that technological

everything we do has a digital

implementation costs of electronic

innovation may not drive productivity,

dimension to it. Indeed, increasingly

filing and digital reportinge are easier

but the business processes and human

it is digital only. This presents both

capital that it empowers have the

opportunities and challenges to

potential to do so, creating the need

policymakers around the world.
When I became a central bank
governor in 2004, globalisation was
one of the main factors contributing
to economic growth. Except during
the financial crisis, this globalisation
dividend has helped the world
economy to grow at a reasonable
rate, benefiting both advanced and
emerging economies.
However, globalisation faces some

We are preparing
students for the
technologies of the
21st century with
an educational
system designed in
the middle of the
20th century

challenges. Global growth is softening,

for greater efforts to update skills,
organisations and institutions to realise
those benefits.
Another MIT academic, Daron
Acemoglu, argues that various
factors act as bottlenecks to realising
productivity gains. Not all technological
developments progress at the same
rate; many organisations are not ready
to extract the benefits from these
technologies and many institutions
lack preparation. He argues that a

in part due to political preferences in

skills shortage lingers because we are

the US and elsewhere, and productivity

to calculate. But what about the

preparing students for the technologies

growth rates among mature economies

productivity benefits?

of the 21st century with an educational

are now only about half of those of the

In economic theory, two schools of

system designed in middle of the

previous decade. This combination

thought have emerged. Let us call

of [an ageing population], low

them the pessimists and the optimists.

productivity growth and threats to

The pessimists argue that the benefits

optimism’: technology is an important

globalisation present central bankers

of digitalisation are quite often over-

enabler, but it needs to work itself

with interesting challenges.

hyped. They conclude that the benefits

through, and the real benefits will only

are mainly to be found in the areas of

come once the procedures can be

entertainment and communication,

fully implemented.

An interesting debate is taking place
as to whether or not digitalisation –

32

On the other side of the argument

accessed with little friction, how will

20th century.
I share Acemoglu’s ‘reasonable
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Investors seek diversification
and investment opportunities. The
digitisation of financial information can

the IFRS Taxonomy for financial years

related innovations affect our standard-

starting on or after 1 January 2020.

setting process.
The IFRS Foundation is about

The requirement is part of the

help them achieve this. It is important

European Commission’s move to the

to embark on its own digital

that we continue to work to facilitate

European Single Electronic Format,

transformation. We recently signed

cross-border transactions and support

an electronic format for EU annual

off on a long-term plan for the IFRS

transparent, accountable and efficient

financial reports introduced to support

Foundation to completely overhaul

financial markets in a digital world.

accessibility and transparency of

its technology systems, and with it, a

financial information. This is excellent

plan to establish a roadmap for the

Electronic filing

news in the move toward achieving the

‘digital experience’ to be offered to

For many years the IFRS Foundation has

full benefits of electronic reporting that

stakeholders around the world.

played an important role in the digital

will be realised with global adoption of

This programme recognises

reporting space by providing the IFRS

the IFRS Taxonomy. In addition, the US

that benefits come not just from

Taxonomy to support the electronic

Securities and Exchange Commission

technology, but also from rethinking our

filing and consumption of IFRS-

has allowed non-US companies listed in

business processes to deliver enhanced

compliant financial information.

the US to use of the IFRS Taxonomy.

value to our stakeholders around the

These are very important steps in

world. It’s a three-year programme of

We’re now starting to see regulators
around the world fully embrace

building out institutional infrastructure.

investment, but we’re excited about

electronic filing with the IFRS Taxonomy

Indeed, the IFRS Foundation itself is

its potential.

being used in Chile, Peru, Mexico,

part of that same infrastructure, and

South Korea, South Africa, Australia

we and the International Accounting

Erkki Liikanen is chairman of the IFRS

and the US. In June the European

Standards Board will continue to explore

Foundation Trustees. This article is an

Commission finalised its proposals to

how technological developments

extract from a speech he made at the

require listed companies to tag their

affect the way financial information

European Central Bank’s Eurofiling

primary financial statements using

is consumed and how technology-

Conference in Frankfurt in June.
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In the money
In the decade since the financial crisis, the global stock of private wealth has been
steadily growing, according to research into the world’s 10 wealthiest countries

Richest countries

Most millionaires

The world had US$204 trillion of private wealth in 2018,

The US continues to lead the wealth league, holding 30%

with the top 10 countries accounting for 74% of that total.

(US$60.7 trillion) of the world’s total private wealth. It also

$60.7

remains home to more millionaires than any other country.

China

US

2.81m

$3.8
$4.5

World total:
42.15m millionaires

It al y

$5.9
$6.3

ce
Fr a n

$6
$4.9

C a na

da

$6
$4

Au s t

r a l ia

$8.1
$4.2

I n d ia

Ge r m

a ny

$8.8
$8.2

$9.1
$8.8

UK

$19.1
$16.2

n

Japan

3.48m

17.35m

Ja p a

a
C hi n

US

$10.2

$23.6

$47.9

2018
2008
All figures US$ trillions

Top-heavy wealth
Less than 1% of the world’s adult population can be found
in the US$1m-plus wealth range. This ultra-rich group
collectively controls 46% of the world’s wealth.

Per capita wealth
The ranking of countries by per capita wealth presents a
very different picture (if all countries were represented,

All adults
(by wealth range)
US$1m+

0.7%
7.9%

$100k–$1m

21.3%

$10k–$100k

Total wealth
(in US$)
◄

45.9%

small financial hubs such as Monaco would top the list).
$128.7trn

0.7%

$111.4trn

39.7%

◄ $32.5trn
◄ $7.6trn

11.6%

Average wealth per person in 2018 (in US$)
Australia

$240,703
$185,534

US

$162,142

Canada
Japan

China
India

◄

$137,066

Germany

Italy

<$10k

$150,418

UK

France

70.1%

$106,567
$87,471

2.7%

$63,588
$16,891
$6,035

More information
Find the compiled figures at bit.ly/VisCapRichest.
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One giant leap…
As space exploration moves from the realm of derring-do to commercial application,
it’s time for governments and accountants to step up, say Anna Coast and Bob Franklin

O

n 20 July 1969, 500 million people around the world

Billionaires are willing to take the commercial risk of operating

sat up and watched in awe a shadowy black and

in and exploring space, with projects such as Elon Musk’s

white TV picture as Neil Armstrong became the first

SpaceX, Jeff Bezos’s Blue Origin and Richard Branson’s Virgin

person to walk on the moon. The excitement that gripped

Galactic. Others are launching new, low-orbit ‘small and cube

the world was as enormous as the cost of getting him there.

satellite’ services for Earth observation and communications.

Space exploration, digital communications and finance

Europe alone boasts 850 space companies.

have moved on since then. Fifty years ago, the space sector

Everyone on the planet should benefit in some way from

was the domain of governments and public sector agencies.

the exploration of space. As our understanding expands, the

They were responsible for exploratory missions and satellite

financial impact and benefits of the sector could be as big as

launches for communications, national security and navigation.

that very first step onto the surface of the moon.
One 2017 estimate put the

National agencies mostly worked

space sector’s market revenue at

independently of each other, but
later collaborated on, for example,
the International Space Station. The
manufacturing of rockets, probes
and satellites was carried out by just
a few large aerospace contractors.
Today the private sector is
increasingly involved in space and
collaborates with the public sector
space agencies. Satellite operators
now provide footage direct to home
TV as well as supporting mobile
communications and navigation.

36

The search for
revenues from
space is not just
about finding new
markets; it is also
about developing
new products
and services at
affordable prices

US$348bn, with the satellite business
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Back down to earth
Financial measurement and accounting in the space sector
provides new challenges for policymakers, scientists, business
managers and accountants. The challenges include:

*

defining exactly what constitutes the space sector
economy, how it should be measured and how untried
market opportunities and risks should be assessed

*

achieving greater commercialisation of public space
agencies and increased private sector investment (which
will require changes to investment cycles)

*

lowering the high costs of market entry from significant
upfront research and development expenditure, while
accounting for mega-size volumes of digital transactions

*

encouraging SMEs and startups that need advanced
technical skills while ensuring the proper evaluation and
monitoring of funding

*

accounting for and valuing intangible assets, such as radio
spectrum licences; and assessing risk, including the use of
shared assets and the regulatory impact

*
accounting for US$269bn of that. The main segments of

developing new financial methods and integrated
engineering cost models, and investing in finance skills
training to reflect new technologies.

satellite include television, ground equipment and service
applications, such as navigation and Earth observation.
But what does it all mean for us, the ultimate consumers on

times over. The space industry has a growing need for ‘big, yet

Earth? The search for revenues from space is not just about

small’ solutions, such as miniaturised cube satellites, that could

finding new markets; it is also about developing new products

allow operations to scale up as they have done over the years

and services, and enhancing existing ones, at affordable prices

in the maritime sector.

for potential consumers. We now exist in a world of digital

There is also a financial measurement and commercial

technology, which is transforming services and has a large

challenge: how to provide ways to transport and deliver ever

financial impact. Huge increases in data about the Earth and

greater capacity at lower cost, while competing in global

the environment, coupled with mobile telecommunications

markets and improving profitability (see box above).

such as 5G, cloud systems and data analytics, all point to a

A massive debt is owed to the scientists and entrepreneurs

new world of big data and massive transaction volumes, with

who have already done so much for space exploration, but

lower unit costs and more customer choice.

we also need to encourage the key players who are taking
the sector forward, including business and the investment

Size matters

community. Governments need to do their bit by developing

Accountants involved in forecasting space markets and

innovative policies for the space sector, supporting research

technologies know that the sector’s growth is uncertain. But

programmes that will deliver societal, environmental and

other markets offer us some clues. An analogy can be drawn

economic benefits for everyone, and deciding who will pay.

here between the space sector and the maritime industry,

And accountants also have a key supporting contribution to

both of which embrace exploration and transportation. Five

make by improving the measurement and reporting of the

centuries ago, explorers would set out on occasional voyages

financial impact of space exploration – Neil Armstrong’s father,

of discovery in a handful of tiny ships; today, huge volumes

an auditor, would have approved.

AB

of goods are being moved around the world at any given
moment in thousands of ships that could each comfortably

Anna Coast FCCA and Bob Franklin FCCA run

hold Christopher Columbus’s Santa Maria, Ferdinand

Telcoconsulting, which advises on finance, regulation and

Magellan’s Vittoria or Francis Drake’s Golden Hinde many

accounting in the comms and space sectors.
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Finance in flux
Finance professionals face disruption to core activities and responsibilities. Designing
the finance function of the future and leading change will require strong management

A

CCA and PwC’s UK finance benchmarking team

to give a single unified version of the truth, and dynamic

developed a set of hypotheses (see box opposite)

modelling supported by artificial intelligence will replace

to reflect the finance function of the future and

existing planning, budgeting and forecasting processes.
This was the most highly

tested them with finance teams
globally through workshops and

rated of the hypotheses: 34% of

surveys. According to the ensuing

respondents believed it was already

report, Finance: a journey to the

happening, and only 13% thought it

future?, nearly two-thirds (65%) of

would not be achieved in the next
five to 10 years.

respondents agreed that, whatever
the specifics of the differences,
today’s finance function will be
operating in a substantially different
way over the next five to 10 years.
The first of the six hypotheses is
that accessible, trusted data will
drive real-time, customer-centric
decision-making. Finance and

Finance functions
must understand
the vital role they
play in building
trust in financial
and operational data

operational data will be integrated

38

However, for real-time decisionmaking to be effective, organisations
need clean, consolidated data from
across the business (the second
hypothesis). Nearly a third (29%)
of respondents thought this was
already the case and that trusted,
open data was accessible across
the organisation, yet 22% thought
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this was far from being achieved, at least not within the
next five to 10 years.
Finance functions must understand the vital role they can
play in building trust in financial and operational data, by
harnessing technology and robotics and applying their skills
and experience in governance, control and stewardship.
The third hypothesis is that finance teams will spend all
their time generating insights, with the automation of routine

Future vision

processes (including data capture and reconciliations) resulting

The ratings of ACCA and PwC’s six hypotheses shown

in a move from a compliance focus to an insight-driven

below were tested in a global survey of 1,100 senior finance

one. Finance’s reporting role will give way to self-service

professionals (along with workshops in China, Hong Kong,

data presentation and enquiry, and finance teams will focus

India, Ireland and the UK) for the Finance: a journey to

externally, on markets, competitors and spotting disruption.

the future? report. The hypotheses draw a vision of what

A quarter (25%) of respondents thought this was being

the future finance function could look like. That vision

achieved now, and a further 47% thought it would be within

presents an opportunity rather than a threat – by seizing it,

the next five to 10 years, although many felt that ignoring the

finance leaders can create a finance function that serves the

relevance of historical data would be a mistake.

organisation better in a constantly disrupted world.

The technology that makes finance processes more efficient
and integrated affects the nature of the finance function and
the skills that teams need. Many respondents appreciated the

Occuring now/soon

implications of data and faster decision-making but were less

Will occur in three years

convinced by the more structural changes that might occur.

Will occur in five to ten years

This was borne out by responses to the fourth hypothesis:

Not likely to occur at all

that traditional finance roles will disappear and new roles and
career paths will be needed. Respondents reported that the

Organisation will be driven by real-time decisions

progression of new roles and skills to support them within the
finance community had been slower than anticipated, with

34%

32%

21%

13%

22% thinking that this had been achieved, and another 46%
thinking it would be achieved in five to 10 years.

Trusted data will be open and accessible

The fifth hypothesis is that the finance function will become
‘virtual’, as opposed to centralised in one team. Many

29%

27%

22%

22%

organisations agreed that finance skills are increasingly
applied outside of the traditional finance department and

All time will be spent on generating insights

that finance is becoming a competence that pervades the
organisation, although 35% thought that such change would

25%

22%

25%

28%

not come about in next five to 10 years.
The final hypothesis is that the traditional CFO role will be

Finance will have new roles and skills

replaced by roles such as chief operating officer and chief
strategy officer. Many respondents (50%) agreed that the role

22%

23%

33%

22%

of the CFO would evolve, but differed as to how far.
In order to withstand the turbulence of all these

Finance function will be virtual

possible trends, the report concludes that the finance
function needs to evolve to remain relevant. Vital to this

20%

16%

29%

35%

will be a strong culture of leadership and innovation that
puts the purpose of the finance function at the centre of the
organisation’s future.

CFO role will no longer exist

AB

12%

14%

24%

50%

Pauline Schu and Clive Webb are part of ACCA’s professional
insights team.
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Family affair
Rising wealth among the world’s super-rich has led to the growth of ‘family offices’,
dedicated to managing the finances of individuals and dynasties

O

nce in a while a new breed of financial institution

256,000 individuals in the world with a net worth of more than

emerges from relative obscurity to grab the

US$30m, up 13% on 2016, according to Wealth-X. And around

headlines. In the 1990s, hedge funds came to

400 new billionaires were minted in the same year, taking the

prominence. Through the 2000s sovereign wealth funds,
hitherto noticed only by financial insiders, grew to massive

total to around 2,750.
The complexity of managing an international fortune has

proportions as a handful of nations stored gains from

also increased, says Catherine Grum, head of family office

booming commodity prices. Most recently it has been the

services at KPMG in London. ‘Wealthy families have a lot of

turn of so-called ‘family offices’ – advisory firms that manage

balls in the air and require services that go beyond normal

the affairs of super-rich individuals and dynasties.

investment management,’ she explains. ‘They may be paying

This burst of attention is not due simply to the sheer value

taxes in a variety of countries, have properties around the

of the assets overseen by family offices – at an estimated US$4

world, a range of holdings in private businesses, be financing

trillion, they are equivalent to around 6% of world stock market

charitable foundations, or have an extensive collection of art.’

capitalisation and outstrip assets held by hedge funds. It is
also because the rise of family offices feeds into the public

Pitfalls of non-compliance

debate over growing inequality.

Demand is also being driven by increasingly complex global

Using the services of a family office makes sense only at the

standards around reporting and compliance. ‘The release of

very top end of the wealth distribution curve. While there is no

the Panama Papers helped make more rich families aware of

hard and fast rule, using the services of a multi-family office,

the potential pitfalls of not being fully compliant,’ says Cheryl

which looks after many families, starts to make sense only once

Howard, managing director of Maitland Family Office in South

a fortune has grown above US$30m. A lean and efficient office

Africa. ‘International families need to make sure they have

dedicated to just one family (a single-family office) requires

advisers who can help them navigate an increasingly complex

a liquid worth in excess of US$100m. Meanwhile, a fully

web of global regulation – from double taxation agreements

functional family office – complete with a full-time investment

between the countries in which they have interests, to Fatca

team – is typically viable only for those with billions of dollars

[US anti-tax evasion legislation].’

in liquid assets.
Rising wealth at the top means that the family office sector
has become a vibrant market. As of 2017, there were close to

Family offices can also help prevent a descent into wealthdestroying interfamily conflict or overindulgence. The
ultra-rich have become increasingly aware of the ‘rule of
92’, which states that 92% of a family’s wealth is lost by the

An opportunity for accountants

third generation. To counteract this, family offices seek to
bring family members together, resolve disputes and foster

While professional services firms such as KPMG are looking

a shared sense of mission. A shared interest in philanthropy

to serve family offices, the growth of family offices is creating

can deepen family unity – the average family office client gave

jobs for accountants directly. Much of the work done by

US$5m to charitable causes last year, according to Campden

family offices demands accounting skills, as much as legal or

Research’s 2018 Global Family Office report. Involving the

investing know-how. ‘I’m biased as an accountant by training

next generation in managing the family estate when they are

myself,’ says Layve Rabinowitz of Stonehage Fleming. ‘The

still young reduces the risk of mismanagement once they take

bulk of our client-facing staff are accountants or lawyers.

over, so 44% of family offices educate family members about

We need people with a broad business understanding, a

how to become responsible shareholders.

grounding in financial language and tax law, as well as a good

While family offices deliver a range of services beyond

grasp of commercial deals. Almost everything we do has tax

those of traditional wealth managers, their growth may also

implications that we need to understand.’

reflect shortcomings in larger financial services firms. Philip
Marcovici, a wealth management consultant and author of The

40
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Destructive Power of Family Wealth, says: ‘The family office

award. ‘We can serve many of the functions of a family office

flourishes partly due to the failures of the wealth management

directly,’ explains Greg Limb, KPMG’s global head of family

industry. Around 30 years ago it was often private banks and

office and private client. ‘Rather than have certain tax and

trust companies that looked after the interests of rich families

investment services in-house, we can provide them.’ The firm’s

and provided stability over generations.’ What changed, he

services range from helping with the allocation of strategic

argues, was that the private banks became more short term in

assets in a portfolio to the selection of investment managers.

their focus, particularly as they became part of listed groups

‘We can then check the managers are doing a good job and

and so came under greater pressure to deliver quarterly

charging the correct fees,’ says Limb.

profit increases. ‘The fees became too high and undisclosed

Demand for family office services has become truly global.

conflicts of interest too common,’ adds Marcovici. ‘Rich

‘While the US and Europe are mature markets, demand

families aren’t stupid and they noticed these problems,

is still growing along with wealth and the complexity of

among others.’

managing family wealth across borders,’ Limb says. ‘Demand
is particularly strong in the Middle East, for nations such as

‘Longer-term view’

Saudi Arabia, where there is a growing appreciation that family

This has created an opportunity for a diverse ecosystem.

offices can help with complex succession issues better than

‘When you’ve seen one family office, you’ve seen… one family

simply managing affairs through a family operating business.’

office,’ quips Grum. ‘Each is shaped by the needs of the

While most of the world’s 10,000 family offices are in Europe,

particular family or its history.’ Many current multi-family offices

North America and Asia (38%, 34% and 17% respectively),

developed after a single dynasty decided to spread its costs

around 10% are in emerging nations, according to Campden’s

by providing services to other rich dynasties. Stonehage
Fleming, for example, traces its roots back to

research, including South Africa, Ghana, Brazil, Colombia,
Mexico, Chile, Israel, Panama,
Guatemala and Argentina.

1873 to the fortune of Robert Fleming,

Africa has seen especially

a Dundee-born financier and

rapid growth over the past two

ancestor of James Bond creator
Ian Fleming. Today it advises

decades, according to

on US$55bn of assets for 250

Graham Patrick,

families, from offices in

a senior client
services manager

eight countries. The

at Maitland

firm still has links to the

in Mauritius.

Fleming family, says

‘Africa still

Layve Rabinowitz, a

holds enormous

partner in the South
Africa office. ‘We

opportunity for

have one of the

those with an

fifth generation

entrepreneurial

of the Fleming

mindset,’ he says.

family working

‘There is a lot of
wealth creation in

in the Cape

the continent, not

Town office,’

just in South Africa.

he says. ‘Unlike a

Chinese investment

publicly traded bank, we
don’t need to produce quarterly results or focus exclusively

from Angola to Tanzania has improved

on increasing assets under management, so we can take a

Africa’s infrastructure, and deal-makers with a proper

much longer-term view of a family’s interests.’

appreciation of risk are leveraging this,’ he says.

The need for an independent perspective has also
generated opportunities for professional services and
accountancy firms. Indeed, KPMG has this year made

‘Mauritius is a preferred gateway for Africa for family
offices because it is seen as politically stable and
business-friendly.‘

AB

the shortlist for the Society of Trust and Estate
Practitioners’ multi-family office of the year

Dijana Suljovic, journalist
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All sides of the story
Integrated reporting is thriving, but the ‘warts and all’ approach is compromised if
positive achievements are consistently given more prominence than negative outcomes

T

he International Integrated Reporting Framework,

more prominently than negative performance, and most

launched by the International Integrated Reporting

organisations shy away from presenting targets and forecasts

Council (IIRC) in 2013, was intended to make

when they report on performance against their strategic

corporate reporting more rounded, transparently reflecting

objectives. Discussions of how organisations plan to deal

the challenges organisations face, and be more useful overall

with future risks and opportunities ‘often seem generic or

to investors. Six years on, has its ambition been achieved?

incomplete, or are left out of the report altogether,’ it adds. ‘In

Insights into integrated reporting 3.0: The drive for
authenticity is ACCA’s third annual study of the use of

general, reporting could be much more specific, including in
relation to the time frames associated with future risks.’
The report states that ‘reporting

integrated reporting around the
world. From a consideration of the

in a balanced and complete way is

voluntarily submitted integrated

vital if readers are to view documents

reports of 48 organisations in
the IIRC’s IR Business Network, it
concludes that integrated reports
are becoming more concise and
incorporate advanced assurance,
although there are concerns about
balance in reporting and about
transparency.
To address this concern, the ACCA
report focuses on ‘authenticity’ –
communicating honestly about what

‘Giving equal
prominence
to good and
not-so-good news
remains a hard
nettle to grasp for
too many integrated
reporters’

as more than mere marketing tools’.
There are, it adds, several elements
to balance here. ‘The tone and
language used could give rise to

is really happening on the ground in
an organisation. Authenticity means
reporting transparently about missed performance targets,
mistakes and the challenges the organisation faces as part of
the overall objective of integrated reporting: to show how an
organisation uses and affects resources to create value over
time. This authenticity, the report argues, is essential for the
credibility of integrated reports.
The report concludes that, overall, explicit commitment
to integrated reporting is strengthening, with 77% of the
reports reviewed describing themselves as integrated reports,
compared with 58% the previous year. Audit firms are also
developing their services to provide reasonable assurance on
some areas that fall outside the scope of the statutory audit.

Still spinning
However, the study notes a decline in the quality of reporting
in some areas, including reliability and completeness,
performance, risk and opportunities, and business
models. Positive performance appears to be reported
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perceptions of bias, if the report reads like a public relations
document,’ it warns. Context and prominence are important

Tips for authentic reporting

too. ‘This includes, for example, assessing whether certain

An integrated report should:

performance measures should be presented in the CEO’s

*
*
*
*

statement, in the performance review section on, say, page 20,
or in an appendix on page 120,’ it notes.
‘Giving equal prominence to good and not-so-good news
remains a hard nettle to grasp for too many integrated

not just say what the organisation cares about, but why
explain the trade-offs involved in the decisions made
pinpoint what makes the organisation unique
set clear long-term goals and report progress against
them in a consistent way from year on year.

reporters,’ declares ACCA chief executive Helen Brand in her

The internal process should:

introduction to the report. ‘It’s difficult, if not impossible, for

*

ensure the information reported externally is consistent

*

be transparent about wins and losses – the organisation

*

take the opportunity to review how the organisation can

users of reports to assess the quality of strategic thinking and
action within an organisation without the full picture. So while
we applaud the journey so many reporters have been on, we
also need to encourage the marketplace to recommit to the
underlying drivers of integrated reporting.’

with information reported internally
should use the report as a platform for improvements
better capture, measure and manage different risks.

The people should:

How it’s done
The report illustrates good practice and offers excerpts from
10 integrated reports that demonstrate authenticity in different
ways. It highlights Standard Bank’s annual integrated report

*

involve staff from different parts of the business in the

*

counter the human tendency to focus on positives

of 2017, with its ‘clear and consistent structure for presenting
progress against each of the organisation’s strategic value

reporting and internal control processes
over negatives by creating a culture where people feel
comfortable talking about and learning from failure

*

use external advisers and auditors as a sounding board for
detecting organisational bias.

drivers’. A ‘trade-offs’ section, for example, highlights the
potential cybersecurity risks of digital services. ‘This is a
systematic way of embedding balance into reporting on
performance,’ states the report.
An ongoing challenge for organisations exploring integrated
reporting is compliance with other reporting frameworks
and corporate responsibility initiatives. In particular,
companies struggle to apply the different definitions of
materiality in a coherent way, and find that different reporting
frameworks often have contrasting disclosure requirements.
‘Harmonisation would be widely welcomed,’ says the report.
Overall, the report concludes that while some aspects of
integrated reporting has improved, others have slipped.
‘Keeping all aspects of integrated reporting on an upward
curve is not easy,’ it says. ‘Getting there requires making
cultural, organisational and informational changes, but… the
benefits are proportional to the efforts invested.’
Richard Howitt, outgoing chief executive of the IIRC, says:
‘Reporting practice is by no means perfect and we have a long
way to go – as some of the areas highlighted for improvement
in this research demonstrate. However, I am confident that we
are travelling in the right direction.’

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Trust matters
Dr Rob Yeung finds that developing trust within an organisation is key to ensuring that
staff feel committed to work in the best interests of their colleagues and the business
Ask most people and they would agree
that trust matters in the workplace.
Studies show that trust within
organisations is strongly related to

Who do you trust?
Watch Dr Rob Yeung talk about the
need for trust among leaders in the
workplace at bit.ly/ACCA-RobYeung.

job performance; it is also positively
correlated to the extent to which

is deemed present when trustors

employees feel committed and loyal to

more strongly agree with statements

their organisations.

such as ‘The trustee is concerned with

In leadership and organisational
research, trust is typically defined as

CPD

the willingness of an individual or

my welfare’ and ‘The trustee really
understands what is important to me.’
The third characteristic is integrity

group (a trustor) to be vulnerable to the

or the degree to which a trustee is

actions of another individual or group

perceived to behave in accordance

(a trustee) based on the expectation

with principles that the trustor finds

that the trustee will perform a particular

acceptable. That the definition of

action. Both trustor and trustee can

integrity depends upon principles that

be either one individual or a group of

a trustor finds acceptable suggests that

people. For example, we could think

integrity is not an absolute quantity.

of you as a trustor and the degree to

What matters is only that a trustor and

which you trust that your manager will

trustee agree on similar principles.

develop your skills and prepare you
for promotion. Alternatively, a chief

Reflection and feedback

executive could be a trustor and all

Understanding the characteristics or

of the managers within the executive

components of trustworthiness should

team trustees – can they be trusted to

be helpful to everybody – whether

support the CEO’s vision as opposed to

you’re a trainee or a seasoned executive.

seeking the CEO’s job?

Begin by reflecting upon the three

An influential model developed by

The more that
colleagues trust
you, the more
they will be
likely to offer you
assistance as well
as opportunities

44

characteristics; seek feedback on

Roger Mayer and colleagues at the

colleagues’ perceptions of the extent

University of Notre Dame proposes that

to which they believe you possess

three characteristics determine trustees’

them; and make concerted efforts to

trustworthiness. The first is ability. In

improve each of them. The more that

surveys measuring trust, this can be

colleagues trust you, the more they will

evaluated by asking trustors to rate their

be likely to offer you assistance as well

agreement with statements such as ‘The

as opportunities such as interesting work

trustee is well qualified’ and ‘The trustee

or promotions. However, developing

has the knowledge required to perform

trust is especially important for leaders

well in this job.’

who must not only demonstrate their

The second characteristic is the

ability, benevolence and integrity;

trustee’s benevolence: the extent to

they must develop high levels of these

which a trustee is believed to want to

characteristics within team members so

do good for the trustor. Benevolence

that they trust each other, too.
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Data analysed by researchers led by

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

the University of Florida’s Jason Colquitt

Q

showed that integrity mattered most
in leader-employee relationships
rather than between peers. The

I am unhappy as I have been
in my current role for nearly

two years and have had repeated

implication: leaders must work

problems with my line manager’s

especially hard to demonstrate

lack of integrity. He says one thing

their integrity.

but behaves differently in order to make himself look

Separately, Bart de Jong and

good. He also gives the best projects to his favourite

Tom Elfring of VU University

people. I feel left out and don’t know what to do.

A

Amsterdam recently conducted

Often, the matter of integrity in the workplace is

an in-depth investigation of trust

seen as a black-and-white issue. Unfortunately, there

within the tax department of an

are often shades of grey that need to be considered. For example, consider the

international consulting firm. Their

concept of honesty. In principle, managers should communicate good and bad

results confirmed that levels of trust

news in a straightforward, honest fashion. But that may not always be possible.

within teams predicted levels of team

For example, suppose a manager is privy to information but has been asked to

performance. This substantiates that

keep it confidential; the requirement to keep a confidence here conflicts with the

trust isn’t just a ‘nice-to-have’ aspect

desire to be honest.

of organisational life – it has real-

The reality is that what is seen by one individual as principled behaviour may be

world consequences.

viewed very differently by others. A client of mine worked in a business where she

In addition, the study found that

thought the managing director lacked integrity. However, most of her colleagues felt
that the MD’s behaviour was appropriate and that she was the one who was uptight

particularly important. Managers

and inflexible. Eventually, she found an employer that better suited her beliefs about

who monitored employees in a

how people should behave at work.

suspicious manner with the intention

I suggest that you seek advice from friends within the business. Do they agree that

of controlling them (eg punishing them

the manager’s behaviour is problematic? If they concur that your manager behaves

for wrongdoing) tended to reduce

unethically or even illegally, then consult further with carefully selected colleagues for

trust and therefore team performance.

advice on recording instances of the manager’s behaviour in order that they can be

In contrast, those who monitored

dealt with.

performance with the goal of helping

Or is that manager’s behaviour deemed acceptable by most of your colleagues? If

struggling employees were more

you discover that you simply do not fit into your company’s culture, consider finding

successful at building trust and boosting

a better match elsewhere.

team performance. In other words,
monitoring is neither inherently positive

Tips for the top

nor negative: it is the intention behind it

Is your workplace helping or harming your performance? Surveys have generally

that either inspires or destroys trust.

supported that women prefer higher indoor temperatures than men. However, a

AB

CPD

one aspect of managerial style was

new laboratory study found that women and men also perform better cognitively
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

at different temperatures. Tom Chang at USC Marshall School

psychologist at leadership consulting

of Business and Agne Kajackaite at WZB Berlin Social

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk

Science Center observed that women performed

More information

better on mathematical and verbal tests at higher
temperatures; in contrast, men performed better

To see a compendium of Dr Rob
Yeung’s articles, tips and videos
from the last year, find his app at
bit.ly/AB-Yeung-app.

at slightly lower temperatures. For example, a 1oC

Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

laboratory study, the effect needs to be confirmed in

increase in temperature was associated with a
1.76% improvement in mathematical performance
for women but a 0.63% drop for men. As this was a
real workplaces.
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The perfect formation

CPD

In the final instalment of her series on high-performing teams, Alison Young looks at
how the most successful collaborations are greater than the sum of their parts

Standing on a platform at a company’s

team where members delivered their

that work together to outmanoeuvre

annual conference, the body language

individual responsibilities but showed

menacing predators.

and the interaction between the team

little desire for co-creation, innovation

members said it all: this was a team in

or new collective thinking.

name only. Trust and collective spirit
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Shared leadership is starting to attract

Studies of migrating geese show
that the leader has a clear role but that
the role of the ‘followers’ is equally

seemed to ebb away through the gaps

more attention as a differentiator of team

important. The connection between the

between them, and they lacked any

effectiveness. To find inspiring examples,

birds is based on an interdependency

passion to lead a shared mandate. To

we have only to look to nature: flocks

that enables them to fly closely together

the audience looking on, this was a

of birds that act as one, or shoals of fish

in formation; communication allows any
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one bird to convey information to the

any one individual would have created.

flock that they all act on. The flock has a

Team members take responsibility for
holding a space in which difference can

shared purpose, and each goose knows
its own contribution to how that purpose
will be achieved.

The golden thread
So how can we create more than the sum
of our parts, unlock collective intelligence
and create shared leadership? In a work
context, the team’s shared purpose is as
important as it is in nature. More than just

The flock has a
shared purpose,
and each bird
knows its own
contribution to how
that purpose will
be achieved

be expressed and respected, and in
which new thinking can emerge. This
requires individuals to stay grounded
in what the team is trying to achieve
and to resist following their own unique
agenda. It also requires team members
to let go of preconceived ideas and to
work with what is emerging through the
discussion itself.
In teams that demonstrate effective

articulating the strategy, business plan

dialogue, individuals feel able to

or elements of the scorecard, individual
the natural world – we need to address

challenge an idea that is outside their

personal purpose within the overall team

connections and communication.

specialism – they are listened to even if

purpose. This is the golden thread that

Connections within organisational teams

they know much less than others because

links together and gives meaning to the

are the spaces between the members.

they are valued for bringing a different

efforts of any one individual, their peers

Whether team members like each

perspective. Another characteristic

and the overall team effort.

other or hang out socially together is

is the ability of the team to balance

irrelevant because these are not social

advocacy and enquiry – having members

the team on track to lead change at

connections. The connections are instead

genuinely challenge another team

the same time as delivering business

based on what team members know they

member’s proposal to explore underlying

as usual. The golden thread of purpose

need from each other and the team, and

assumptions that can reduce risk and

pulls the team into the future, keeping

what they can contribute; and individuals

create new possibilities.

members focused on what’s strategically

hold each other to account as a matter

important, and stops them slipping back

of course.

It is also the golden thread that keeps

into the familiarity and distraction of day-

CPD

team members need to find their own

In teams where there is an ease of
shared leadership, there is a flow of
energy and excitement around the

In teams where connections are
working well, the leader does not need

purpose, and rigorous debate in which

to be the point of escalation for most

challenge and support play out in equal

from time to time to make sure that the

decisions because team members liaise

measure to create new thinking.

espoused team goal or strategy is the

directly with their relevant colleagues.

same as the strategy in action. When

The team leader needs to be willing

take turns to be the leader of the flock.

what’s on the laminate is not lived – in

to let go of the more traditional ‘hub

Organisational convention may not

other words, what is really going on

and spoke’ organisational model where

encourage formal job swapping, but in

begins to diverge from what the team

he or she is at the centre. Although

teams where different members move

claims it’s doing – the team climate can

it can sometimes be uncomfortable

into and out of the team leader role

quickly become toxic as people fight for

for the leader, nurturing a team to

during discussions and projects, the

power or resources.

connect together more organically and

team has freedom to explore, challenge

dynamically confers faster decision-

and unlock new thinking. That is shared

making and greater team agility.

leadership in action.

about what they are doing individually

Opening a dialogue

Alison Young is a director of Leaders in

and collectively. When the team uses a

The last of the three key elements for

Change. @Leader_Insights.

shared language or metaphor, it’s often

shared leadership is communication.

a sign that their collective leadership is

In this context, it refers to a dialogue

to-day problems.
The team purpose needs testing

A clear and simple purpose around
which the team can self-organise helps

In flocks of geese, different birds

AB

its members to create shared meaning

working well.
In addition to clear purpose – if we are
to continue to apply our lessons from

that unlocks creativity and innovation,
and takes the team to new levels of
co-creation and new ideas beyond what

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Beating the benchmark
Adam Deller explains the likely consequences for cashflow hedge accounting from
the looming reform of interest rate benchmarks such as Libor
Interest rate benchmarks are

suggests that a potentially long and

undergoing significant reform right

bumpy road lies ahead.
The International Accounting

CPD

now. Following cases of attempted
market manipulation of some of these

Standards Board (IASB) has released

benchmarks, the G20 forum of the

an exposure draft inviting comment on

major global economies asked the

its proposed amendments to IFRS 9,

Financial Stability Board to undertake a

Financial Instruments, and IAS 39,

fundamental review.

Financial Instruments: Recognition and

The standard benchmarks include

Measurement. It notes that the doubt

the interbank offered rates (the interest

surrounding potential future interest

rates at which banks lend to and borrow

rate benchmarks has a particular effect

from each other) of Libor (London

on hedge accounting and identifies two

Interbank Offered Rate), Euribor (Euro

major groups of issues that could have

Interbank Offered Rate) and Tibor

implications for financial reporting:

(Tokyo Interbank Offered Rate). They are

*

interest reference rates that represent

issues affecting financial reporting in
the period before the replacement

the cost of obtaining unsecured

of an existing interest rate

funding, in a particular combination of

benchmark (pre-replacement issues)

currency and maturity, and in a particular
interbank term lending market.
Libor, the world’s most influential
interest rate benchmark, is expected to
come to an end in the near future. The

*

issues that might affect financial

about the timing and the amount of

reporting when an existing interest

these cashflows.

rate benchmark is replaced

The uncertainties over the interest

with an alternative interest rate

rate benchmarks could affect an entity’s

(replacement issues).

ability to meet specific forward-looking

UK Financial Conduct Authority, which

The IASB’s exposure draft addresses

hedge accounting requirements. This

regulates Libor, has required banks to

only the pre-replacement issues. It

in turn could mean that an entity could

keep submitting their borrowing rates

focuses on how the current uncertainty

be required to discontinue hedge

to the Libor administrators until the

could impact the financial reporting

accounting for hedging relationships

end of 2021, at which point the rate is

treatment of items currently shown in

that would otherwise qualify for

expected to fall away.

the financial statements of entities.

hedge accounting.

The issues that may arise following the

Currently, under cashflow hedge

Uncertainty

replacement of existing benchmarks are

accounting rules, the gains or losses

Libor’s looming cessation has caused

not currently being looked at, as they

on the hedging instrument are held

great uncertainty in the market, and

will depend on the alternative selected.

in a cashflow hedge reserve in other

shifting many contracts to alternative

48

The Bank of
England’s Brexit
comparison
suggests that a
potentially long
and bumpy road
lies ahead

The exposure draft focuses on

comprehensive income. These are only

benchmarks will cause significant

cashflow hedges. As the interest

released to the statement of profit or

disruption. David Ramsden, the Bank of

rate benchmark reform takes place,

loss as the hedged item occurs. To

England’s deputy governor for markets

contractual cashflows of hedged items

apply the cashflow hedge accounting

and banking, recently told banks to

and hedging instruments based on an

rules, the forecast transaction that is

stop adding to their post-2021 Libor

existing interest rate benchmark will

designated as the hedged item must be

exposures. He also rather worryingly

change. As it is unclear what decisions

a highly probable event.

noted that in some ways the task is even

will be made about the alternative

bigger than preparing for Brexit, which

interest rates, uncertainties will exist

Once an entity discontinues hedge
accounting, the changes in the fair
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value of the hedging instrument before

Hedge accounting examples

discontinuation are recognised in profit

*

or loss, instead of the cashflow hedge
reserve in other comprehensive income.

Example 1. Entity A has designated the highly probable, contractually specified,
future Libor cashflows of an existing floating-rate liability as the hedged item. By
applying the proposed exemption, the entity assumes that no amendments will
be made to the contractual terms that reference Libor as a result of the reform.

High-probability poser

This also applies if the hedged future cashflows are based on a highly probable

A couple of problems arise here. The

forecast transaction that is not yet recognised on the entity’s statement of

first is that the hedged item must be

financial position, such as a future issue of a Libor-referenced debt instrument.

highly probable. If an entity designates
as the hedge item cashflows that are

*

Example 2. Entity B has also designated the highly probable, contractually
specified, future Libor cashflows of an existing floating-rate liability as the hedged

contractually linked to an interest rate

item and so makes the same assumption that no amendments will result from the

benchmark, and these are expected to

reform. However, if entity B decides to redeem the liability before its contractual

occur after the reform has taken place,

maturity date due to the uncertainty, the future cashflows will no longer be highly

then these cashflows may no longer

probable (they are no longer expected to occur). In this case, the decision to

meet the requirement of high probability.

redeem the liability will eliminate the uncertainty over the timing and amount of

As a result, the entity would currently

future cashflows, and the proposed exception will not be applicable.

have to discontinue hedge accounting.
The IASB believes that discontinuing
hedge accounting solely due to these

make an assumption that the interest

relationship between the hedged items

uncertainties would not provide

rate benchmark on which the hedged

and hedging instrument, in addition

useful information to users of financial

cashflows are based is not altered

to the assessment of the hedge being

statements. It is therefore proposing

as a result of the reform. This means

highly effective.

exceptions to specific accounting

that the uncertainty is removed from

requirements of IFRS 9 and IAS 39 to

considerations of the economic

The purpose of these exceptions is
to prevent entities from being forced
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Many believe the
Libor uncertainty
has already hit
rates and could
lead to excess
discontinuing of
hedge accounting

to discontinue hedge accounting as a

this was the case, an entity would have

result of the uncertainty that exists over

to discontinue hedge accounting. The

IASB is proposing that the exceptions

the interest rate benchmarks; entities

IASB has decided that this would not

should not apply to retrospective

may still be required to discontinue

be a useful outcome, and has therefore

assessments of effectiveness in

hedge accounting if other requirements

extended the exemptions to this

accordance with IAS 39, as the IASB

are not met. To offer further guidance,

scenario so that the discontinuation of

believes these relationships are

the IASB has provided some examples –

hedge accounting is not required.

based on the actual results of the

see box on previous page.

An important change to note is that

hedging relationships. This approach

the IASB has not allowed this exemption

is disputed by a large number of

Risk component

for new arrangements. This means that

commenters, from accounting institutes

The second problem arises when

if the risk component is not separately

to large practitioners, who believe

identifying a risk component as the

identifiable at the inception of the

the uncertainty has already impacted

hedged item in a hedging relationship.

hedging arrangement, then it cannot

these rates and could lead to excess

Both IFRS 9 and IAS 39 allow entities to

be designated as the hedged item.

discontinuing of hedge accounting.

designate only changes in the cashflows

The IASB believes this situation is very

or fair value of an item attributable to a

different from allowing continued hedge

exceptions will apply for a limited

specific risk or risks. An entity issuing a

accounting for components that met

period only and cease when the

five-year floating-rate debt instrument

the requirement at the inception of the

uncertainty arising from interest

that bears interest at three-month

arrangement but may no longer do so

rate benchmark reform is no longer

Libor +1% could designate either the

following the reform.

present. The amendments would have

The IASB is proposing that these

an effective date of annual reporting

entire debt instrument or the threemonth Libor risk component as the

Feedback

periods beginning on or after 1 January

hedged item. The key issue is that for

Feedback to the suggested changes has

2020, with earlier application permitted,

the risk component to be eligible for

been mainly positive, with commenters

and would be applied retrospectively.

hedge accounting, it must be separately

largely agreeing with the IASB’s

identifiable and reliably measurable.

proposals. Most have noted the urgency

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

required for this project and would

specialist and lecturer.

The IASB has noted that the

50

The most contentious issue is that the

outcome of the reform could affect

like the IASB to issue the amendments

an entity’s assessment of whether

quickly. A large number of respondents

a non-contractually specified Libor

also believe the IASB needs to consider

component is separately identifiable, as

the replacement issues as a priority, as

it may not qualify as a hedged item. If

they see this as very important.

AB

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a
roundup of the latest developments in audit, reporting, tax and law
Audit and reporting

*

full access for internal audit to key

Administration of Justice Act 1985, to

management information.

immediately report to SRA:

Draft internal audit code

The code is being developed by an

A draft code to strengthen corporate

independent steering committee

governance and help reduce the risk of

set up by the Chartered Institute of

or a law firm for a client or any other

major corporate collapses by boosting

Internal Auditors.

person, or in a client account or an

*

any evidence of theft or fraud in
relation to money held by a solicitor

account operated by the solicitor

the status, standards, scope and skills
of internal audit was launched in July.

SRA accounts rules

The Internal Audit Code of Practice

New rules from the Solicitor’s Regulation

will be the first time that organisations

Authority (SRA) are effective from 25

outside the financial services sector will

November and are significant. The

have comprehensive benchmarks and

accountants’ report guidance, Planning

The SRA is also clear that it expects

detailed guidance about running an

for and completing an accountant’s

reporting accountants to report any

effective internal audit function.

report, as well as helping reporting

termination of their appointment where

accountants to prepare for and complete

this is based on the intention to issue

recommendations to strengthen

the accountants’ reports, as required by

a qualified accountant’s report. These

corporate governance, including:

the SRA accounts rules, highlights the

obligations will be considered later

*

unrestricted access for internal

statutory obligation on accountants to

when we look at the solicitors who move

audit, which should not be stopped

report matters to the SRA.

in and out of the exemption criteria.

The draft code makes 30

from looking at any part of the

*

*

if they have concerns about whether
a solicitor or law firm is fit to hold
money for clients or third parties or
operate any such accounts.

Regarding the exemption from

The immediate reporting obligation is

organisation it serves

unchanged – that reporting accountants

obtaining an accountant’s report during

full access to senior meetings,

are under a statutory duty, as set out

an accounting period 12.2(b), the

including the right to attend

in section 34 of the Solicitors Act

guidance states firms that have met the

executive committee meetings

1974 and section 5, schedule 2 of the

following criteria may be exempted:

*
New CPD requirements

small amounts of client money
are held (an average of less than
or equal to £10,000 as well as a

The International Accounting Education

maximum of less than or equal to

Standards Board of the International

£250,000) at each reconciliation date

Federation of Accountants has revised
International Education Standard (IES) 7,
Continuing Professional Development.
It continues to recognise that

*

the holding or receipt of money only
from the Legal Aid Agency.

The SRA guidance contains an example
of how the exemption works (see

maintaining professional competence

box opposite). Where accountants’

is the responsibility of the individual

reports are still required, the guidance

member but it also promotes the use

continues to state that ‘the reporting

of a CPD framework, such as ACCA’s

accountant need only undertake checks

Plan-Do-Review (bit.ly/plan-CPD), for

which they feel are proportionate and

accountants to identify, undertake and record CPD. These revisions are due to take

targeted to the size of firm and nature

effect from 1 January 2020: see bit.ly/IFAC-IES7. View the current requirements,

of the work the firm undertakes’. Firms

including options available for free and paid-for CPD, at bit.ly/ACCA-CPD.

should look at the guidance, as it
contains examples of certain checks

52
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that they may wish to undertake when
producing the accountant’s report.

SRA accounts rules – exemption example

These require tailoring but provide a

The accounting year for Firm A runs from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020. The firm

useful work programme.

undertakes reconciliations at the end of each calendar month.

As highlighted earlier, reporting
accountants have statutory duties. The

Reconciliation

Average balance Add together the

of reconciliations to obtain average

to be considered by the solicitor and

Number Date

Client money
balance (inc.
all applicable
accounts)

may or may not be discussed with the

1

30/04/2019

£11,214

2

31/05/2019

£7,487

3

30/06/2019

£9,107

accountant and solicitor. Considerations

4

31/07/2019

£9,255

will include:

5

31/08/2019

£11,394

The highest balance from the 12

*

the reporting accountant evaluating

6

30/09/2019

£9,947

reconciliations = £11,959.

whether they would wish to

7

31/10/2019

£11,959

Test against exemption criteria Is average

remain in the role (even where no

8

30/11/2019

£10,053

balance below £10,000? Yes, average

9

31/12/2019

£8,255

10

31/01/2020

£4,681

accountant where they fall in and

11

29/02/2020

£11,105

out of the exemption requirements

12

31/03/2020

£7,988

exemption requirements would need

accountant or reporting accountant. The
engagement will need to be considered
by the accountant or reporting

accountant’s report is due)

*

the solicitor considering the
appointment of a reporting

individual reconciliation totals. Total
equals £112,445. Divide total by number
balance. Average equals £112,445 / 12 =
£9,370.
Maximum balance Establish the highest
balance from all reconciliations taken.

balance = £9,370. Is maximum balance
below £250,000? Yes, maximum balance
= £11,959.
As both criteria are met the firm is exempt
from submitting an accountant’s report.

*

whether the solicitor requires any

*

the reporting timeframe, as the

fees; those engaging them said there

cybersecurity advice that enables the

exemption in theory will only be

would be a ‘reduction in flexibility for

production of world leading goods and

known after the year end, with the

the client’ wanting to invest in short-

services that set the UK ahead.

requirement to report within six

term projects. The IR35 rule changes will

months of the year end.

require the private sector to implement

introduction of IR35 changes until

Find out how to obtain a revised

public sector rules in relation to the

2021 to allow a full appraisal of the

reporting accountants engagement letter

contract employment market. ACCA

proposed rules and consider the best

and suggested exemption evaluation

believes a sound UK tax system requires

way forward.’

clause at bit.ly/ACCA-engage-let.

certainty, simplicity and stability. The

assistance on taking the exemption

Tax
Finance Bill

‘We urge the government to delay

Also within the bill is the proposal

IR35 proposals do not provide these

to reinstate HMRC’s preferential

qualities, and the change comes at the

creditor status. ‘Protecting your taxes

worst possible time for the UK.

in insolvency’ (highlighted in AB in

We stated that: ‘It provides

April 2019), set out the government

The bill arrived in late July and

uncertainty, as employers will effectively

intention to make HMRC a secondary

contained a number of previously

be unable to budget or plan for their

preferential creditor for certain tax debts

announced policies. As you will be

future actions. The change will result

paid by employees and customers on

aware, ACCA is concerned about the

in many large companies having to

the insolvency of a business. It includes

IR35 proposals and HMRC having its

rewrite complex payroll systems to

deductions made under PAYE (including

preferred creditor status reintroduced.

incorporate the new legislation, and is

student loan repayments), NIC (employee

likely to significantly impact the IT sector

contributions only), CIS and VAT that have

both hire and act as off-payroll workers

and extend further to the multinational

been deducted and are due to HMRC at

to find out how they would change

companies engaging in their services.

the commencement of the insolvency.

We continued to survey members who

their practices with the new IR35 rules.

‘Workers potentially affected form the

HMRC has been clear that for ‘all

Notably, 96% of contractors said they

bedrock of sound financial, business

formal insolvencies that commence after

may have to respond by increasing their

management, technological and

6 April 2020, HMRC will move up the
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creditor hierarchy for the distribution of
assets’ and ‘will become a secondary
preferential creditor for the specific taxes
paid to a business by employees and
customers, and any interest or penalties
arising from such debts’ in England,
Wales and Scotland. This means
‘HMRC will move ahead of holders
of floating charges (mainly financial
institutions) and other non-preferential
unsecured creditors, but remain below
holders of fixed charges (also primarily
financial institutions) and higher-ranking

Support for SMPs

preferential creditors’. The impact on

ACCA strives to equip our small and medium-sized practitioners with resources to

SMEs could be considerable.

help them support their clients. We highlighted last month some of the services and

You can find ACCA’s comments on the
bill proposal and information on property

you can find resources at bit.ly/ACCA-smp-resources. This month we are focusing on
some of the new free webinars for practitioners, which add to the 45 already available.

changes such as the capital gains tax

In the ‘not to be missed this year’ webinar offering, we focus on property, including

private residence relief (PRR) reduction

the changes in the Finance Bill, as we know property is a significant workstream for

where individuals have more than one

many practitioners. We also cover other important areas, including:

residence at bit.ly/ACCA-news-0719.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Law
De-facto director ruling
A recently concluded 20-year-long case
(1) John Anthony Popely (2) Andrew

3 September, accounting standards update
10 September, VAT and duties
20 September, the 20 most common errors when dealing with VAT and property
9 October, stamp duty land tax
18 October, topical issues with residential property portfolios
30 October, Making Tax Digital
29 November, extension of IR35 to the private sector.

Popely v (1) Ronald Anthony Popely

Register for these new webinars, all starting at 12.30pm, at bit.ly/ACCA-prac-

(2) Cosmos Trust Ltd (3) Casterbridge

webinars. You can find the full suite of free webinars at events.accaglobal.com.

Properties Ltd (2019) brought to light
the often disputed questions: when
will an individual, due to their authority,

on its own for that person to be

This means you only have to invest

qualification and skills, be deemed a

deemed a director, unless there is

5% of the apprenticeship training

director, despite not being registered

no one else otherwise involved in

cost. With ACCA’s Accounting

as such at Companies House? And how

the management of the company.

Technician Level 4 apprenticeship

it is the cumulative effect of

band now at £8,000, you would

ndertaken actions and decisions

only have to pay £400 to train a

out in the capacity of a director or an

made that matters, although a

technician or £1,050 to train a

external accountant?

single act may lead to a liability in

Professional Accountant with our

exceptional circumstances.

Level 7 apprenticeship.

do you assess whether your duties and
any alleged wrongful acts are carried

*

An analysis of the case, points raised
from it, and the risks and vulnerabilities

You can receive a funding transfer

Apprenticeship funding

questions raised can be found at

The government has implemented

facilitate your apprenticeship

bit.ly/ACCA-buslaw. These points

changes to its apprenticeship funding

training needs. A levy-paying

include that:

policy, so apprenticeships are even

business can now transfer up to 25%

*

establishing that a person is

better value and can save you even

of their annual apprenticeship funds

involved in the management of the

more money. They include the following:

company and exercising a degree

*

of influence will not be sufficient

54

*

for an accountant when considering the

from a levy-paying business to

straight to you.

The government now pays 95%

Browse our apprenticeship materials at

of apprenticeship training costs.

bit.ly/ACCA-appren.
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Changing lives
Have you ever thought of volunteering using your professional tax skills? With two
years’ practical experience you could help someone in real distress, says Glenn Collins
Over 35 ACCA members currently

effect, they provide the profession’s

in interviews in the organisation’s

volunteer for the two tax charities,

safety net for vulnerable people in crisis

London office, where volunteers

TaxAid and Tax Help for Older People,

with their tax.

usually do a minimum of seven
hours a month, or working on

It can be enormously rewarding

providing tax advice to people
on low incomes. They provide an

helping others. The charities’ clients

TaxAid’s helpline, acting as the first

invaluable service.

are almost always in distress and many

point of contact with the client and

Receiving an unexpected tax bill

are in crisis, but the help the volunteers

trying either to solve their problem

is a nightmare for anyone, but if you

and staff give makes a huge difference,

or arrange a follow-up. Volunteers

cannot afford professional advice,

resolving tax issues and allowing clients

usually do a minimum of two three-

what do you do? People who turn to

to get on with their lives.

these tax charities often have nowhere

hour sessions a month.

Opportunities to volunteer include

All volunteers need to have had at least

the following:

two years’ practical experience. The

*

Volunteers for Tax Help for Older

charities provide training in specialised

People are spread around the

tax knowledge and in handling

people last year – the former assisting

country and help mainly retirement-

vulnerable clients.

the over-60s and the latter focusing

age people through face-to-face

on working-age people. The two

interviews, either in the client’s

Glenn Collins is ACCA UK’s head of

charities work closely together using

home or at an Age Concern office

tax advisory.

a mixture of permanent staff and

or similar. The workload varies

volunteers to provide advice – acting

depending on local need.

else to go.
Tax Help for Older People and its
sister charity TaxAid helped 21,000

for the client, where needed – and
putting people back on their feet. In

*

AB

More information

TaxAid volunteers can perform
one of two roles: meeting clients

Find out more at taxvol.org.uk
and taxaid.org.uk.
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Payroll call
Companies need to prepare now for the changes arising from the government’s
introduction via IR35 of the concept of ‘deemed employees’, warns Robert Salter
The government introduced the
concept of ‘deemed employment’ into
the public sector from April 2017 to
counter the use of off-payroll working.

*
*
*

an annual turnover of £10.2m
a group balance sheet of £5.1m

*

developing a reliable process
for assessing whether the rules

over 50 group employees on an

will apply to any engagements

average, full-time equivalent basis.

with contractors in future – this

The process is now being replicated for

Given the importance of freelancers

can include training HR staff, line

private sector employers.

to many companies, this change is not

managers and heads of department,

The proposed changes to PAYE and

and the payroll team

something that affected businesses

*

national insurance contributions (NIC)

can simply ignore. There are a number

withholdings in cases of ‘deemed

of steps that they should take when

employment’ (such as where individuals

reviewing the workforce and planning

contractors on a timely basis – this

are working for businesses via their own

for the April 2020 changes, including:

will involve discussions about

personal service company), aren’t due

*

formally reviewing the company’s

costs, pay, etc, for the affected

off-payroll population and

individuals who the company

the government has published some

identifying which contractors would

wishes to retain as ‘employees’

guidance on the steps that businesses

be impacted by the changes

from April 2020.

to become live until April 2020, but

ensuring the changes or issues
are discussed with the affected

should be taking now. All affected
businesses should start reviewing
the impact of the changes on their
workforce and plan their approach.
The rules force companies, even
where they are not the legal employer

Companies might
want to address the
impact proactively,
and start to try
and renegotiate
contracts

of the individuals in question, to take
responsibility for assessing whether the
individuals are ‘deemed employees’
and therefore subject to PAYE and NIC
withholding by the company that uses
the contractor’s services. Historically,
this obligation has sat with the legal
employer (eg the personal service
company) or, in some cases, the agency
that arranges for the contractor to work
with a business. The move creates

clarifying whether these off-payroll
contractors would be expected to

additional complexity and cost for

continue with the company beyond

companies, and provides HMRC with

April 2020

another area of enquiry.

56

*
*

assessing the needs of the business
with regard to these contractors and

The good news

understand which individuals are

The good news is that the obligation

‘must-have/key retains’ and which

only applies to companies that are not

employees are purely ‘nice-to-have’

SMEs. However, companies that meet at

cases but for whom the company

least two of the following criteria would

may have alternative resourcing

not be able to use the SME opt-out:

options available
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With regard to this last point, companies

challenge in handling the situation

held not to be employees. Individuals

will need to have clear negotiating

correctly. Particular issues include

and their working patterns can often

guidelines if they wish to avoid

weaknesses with HMRC’s online tool

change, so companies should think

unforeseen costs. They might find that,

(Check Employment Status for Tax, or

about how they review the status of any

because they as the deemed employer

CEST), which is designed to support

individuals working on an off-payroll

face additional costs if they continue to

employers in assessing whether the

basis to ensure they don’t subsequently

pay the same daily rate as historically (eg

new rule will apply but cannot handle

become employees for PAYE purposes

because of the 13.8% employer NIC),

complex cases. HMRC’s own statistics

(or at least ensure that the company

they might seek to reduce the rates paid

suggest that 15% of CEST cases will

correctly captures this transition to them

to individuals. And contractors could

require further review. In practice,

becoming a ‘deemed employee’).

be pushing for higher rates (eg because

the reality is actually more complex

of a potential reduction in the amounts

and confusing than HMRC officially

working will help boost the

they can claim for business expenses). In

recognises. So while using CEST should

government’s finances and help ensure

other words, the changes will probably

be part of any process that companies

that the rules for freelance contractors

increase the cost pressure on businesses,

develop for assessing the status of

in the public sector and business are

so companies might want to address the

off-payroll workers, they will need to

broadly aligned, the changes come with

impact proactively, and start to try and

undertake a more detailed review in

a clear cost for companies impacted by

renegotiate contracts.

some cases and consider who manages

the change.

While the change in off-payroll

AB

this process and how.

The bad news

It will be important to ensure that

Robert Salter is technical lead,

Those businesses impacted by the

full records are kept of any individuals

expatriate and employment taxes, at

change will in many cases face a real

involved in off-payroll working and

Blick Rothenberg.
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Fraud under the hammer
The introduction of the domestic reverse charge in the construction sector aims to
crack down on fraud by making VAT payable direct to HMRC rather than to suppliers
From 1 October 2019, the construction

the first year of operation, HMRC expects

cause some difficulties. It will accordingly

industry will be facing yet another

it to raise £90m, a figure that increases to

apply a light touch in dealing with any

targeted tax rule that will require a

£140m by 2020/21. As HMRC says: ‘VAT

errors made in the first six months of

major shift in the way companies in the

fraud in construction sector labour supply

operation, as long as businesses attempt

sector account for VAT. Known as the

chains presents a significant risk to the

to comply with the new legislation and

domestic reverse charge, it will affect

exchequer. Organised criminal gangs

act in good faith. But any errors will need

all those currently covered by another

fraudulently take over or create shell

to be corrected as soon as possible,

targeted measure, the construction

companies to steal VAT while operating

as the longer that underdeclared or

industry scheme (CIS).

alongside actual construction services.

overcharged sums remain outstanding,

This is commonly referred to as missing

the more difficult it may be to correct or

trader fraud.’

recover them.

Under the new requirement, customers
receiving a service will have to pay any
VAT due to HMRC instead of paying

It is similar to how HMRC tackled

the tax to their supplier. The domestic

carousel fraud, which typically involved

Unprepared

reverse charge will apply only to

the sale of computer chips and mobile

Even with this soft landing, there

individuals or businesses registered for

phones, and was until recently a high-

are fears that the industry is not fully

VAT in the UK; it will not apply to end-

profile fraud. Missing trader fraud is

prepared for the charge. ‘Our experience

consumers. It will affect suppliers and

committed where large amounts of

suggests that the construction industry

recipients of specified services that are

VAT flow through generally legitimate

is not yet ready for these changes,’ says

reported under CIS.

supply chains but one of the parties

Ian Carpenter, VAT partner at RSM. He

collects the VAT from its customer and

highlights the cashflow issues created

HMRC’s fight against tax fraud and a

then disappears without passing it on to

by businesses no longer temporarily

further attempt to close the tax gap. In

HMRC. Because no VAT changes hands

benefiting from holding the VAT charged

under the domestic reverse charge, it

for up to three months before having to

removes the potential for VAT theft.

submit a VAT return and pay it to HMRC.

It is, put simply, another initiative in

Its introduction follows just six months

58

Carpenter adds that customers may be

on from Making Tax Digital for VAT,

slower to pay suppliers, compounding

and HMRC has said it understands that

the cashflow issues from not holding VAT

implementing the reverse charge may

in accounts, as invoices showing VAT
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charged incorrectly will be rejected until

purchases are correctly treated and

they are compliant under the new rules.

reporting reverse charge supplies on

What’s it worth?

VAT returns.

According to HMRC, the domestic

In an attempt to reduce the decisionmaking process over whether a particular

In addition, end users who have to

service supplied falls under the scheme,

report payments through CIS may need

construction industry will raise an

HMRC has made it clear that if any of the

to tell their suppliers that they are end

additional £495m in the next five years.

services in a supply are subject to the

users and the reverse charge should not

reverse charge, then all other services will

apply. This will require a familiarisation

be too (even if they would be excluded

with the new rules and a need to

if supplied as a single service). This will

communicate with suppliers where end-

reduce the need for more complicated

user status applies.

invoicing arrangements but will again
impact cashflow.
As with any other new administrative

Where the customer has not provided
confirmation that it is an end user either
in writing, by email or in the contract,

process, there will be setup and

HMRC says the supply will come within

maintenance issues. One-off costs will

the scope of the domestic reverse charge

include understanding the new rules,

and no VAT will be charged.

and adapting VAT accounting systems

reverse charge for VAT in the

2019/20

£90m

2020/21

£140m

2021/22

£105m

2022/23

£80m

2023/24

£80m
Total £495m

Source: HMRC

Construction businesses will need

and processes to enable reverse charge

to ensure their accounting systems are

between paying out VAT and recovering

supplies to be calculated and reported.

capable of processing reverse charge

it, since both will now be dealt with on

Ongoing costs will include calculating

supplies and to perform ongoing checks

the same VAT return.

the reverse charge, keeping records of

that supplies and purchases are being

HMRC issued further guidance for

all reverse charge supplies, checking

correctly treated. According to BDO,

contractors, subcontractors and their

because the VAT amount must still

advisers in June this year (the original

be shown on invoices subject to the

measure was announced in the 2017

domestic reverse charge, there is a clear

Autumn Statement and was followed by

risk that suppliers will account for the VAT

a consultation period). But whether this

to HMRC in error and customers will then

has filtered down to the construction

have to recover it from HMRC.

industry itself remains to be seen.

AB

One small benefit for contractors is
that they will no longer suffer a delay

Philip Smith, journalist

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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The view from

70%

Sanjay Sah FCCA, director, Makesworth Accountants,
and former teacher who believes in giving back

of the general public across 11
I began studying for the

Our digital marketing team

countries believe that

ACCA Qualification in

promotes us on social

audit should

my native Nepal. Since

media, while we raise

evolve to prevent

childhood I have been

our profile at business

corporate failure.

good with numbers and

expos and by supporting

Source: Audit and

wanted to pursue a career in

local charities. I aim to

technology, ACCA/CA ANZ

accounting. I did it the hard

grow annual turnover

way – self-studying – before

from £600,000-750,000 to

moving to London and finishing my
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Join the club
Belonging to an accounting network enables firms to help their clients grow overseas,
provide specialist services and attract talent, but its members need to be proactive
Despite years of diligent service, a

Talent attractor

firms getting together to form a sub-

Another benefit of a badge is attracting

firm lost not one but three of its

cluster around specialised expertise.

talent. Robbins believes that it’s ‘never

major clients in fairly quick succession.

‘This could be a service line like

been tougher’ for SMPs to recruit

The firm had been a trusted adviser

corporate tax or cybersecurity, or a

and retain promising professionals,

throughout the companies’ early-

sector – let’s say shipping or charities,’

particularly as a lot of graduates are

stage growth, but when it came

she says. Based on their collective

going to industry. ‘Publicity around

time for international expansion,

strength, ‘the firms are then able to

auditing is not always the best, and the

the clients moved on to firms with

proactively go and win work’.

hours are long. It’s a tough business,’

global reach. That was the catalyst

Firms can also deliver high-cost

she concedes.

for the practice to contact the

services, such as transfer pricing, more

Kreston network.

efficiently by sharing the workload. For

and young talent really want is

One of the things future leaders

example, Robbins says, one firm does

international experience, Robbins

(SMPs) have various reasons for

the back-end research reports while a

says. The opportunity for an overseas

banding with peers around the world,

partner firm fronts it to

each retaining their independence

the clients.

Small- and medium-sized practices

CPD

This may mean a group of member

Cyprus-based mid-sized accounting

while ‘buying’ the badge of a brand.

secondment can be quite a carrot.
As Robbins points out,
this can work to the

In the view of Liza Robbins, Kreston

firms’ benefit,

International CEO, experiences like

too. Audit

those of the Cyprus firm are why

deadlines

networks were formed in the first place.
‘If you look at the history of these
organisations, it was a defensive
mechanism,’ she explains. ‘When
your clients are expanding
internationally, having contacts
overseas is not robust enough.
You need to be able to assure
them that the service they get at
home will be the same in all the
countries they are going to.’
Not only had the Cypriot firm
not been able to help its clients
overseas, it had lost the local work as
well, Robbins adds. ‘The real shame
is that they’d done such a great job
for them,’ she says.
But she tells firms that joining a
network is not just a matter of paying
a membership fee and enjoying the
benefits. ‘You’ve got to get proactive,’
she says.
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vary across the globe, so if, for example,

The networks, though, still face

a UK or US firm, during its downtime,

challenges of their own. Kevin Arnold,

Healthy networks

sends their great staff to Australia or

CEO of Nexia International, points out

According to the Accountancy Age 2018

New Zealand to help out a member firm

that the network sees growth in Africa

international survey, the fee income for

during their busy season, it’s a win-win

as a high priority but, in some countries,

the top 40 networks, associations and

for everyone.

finding firms of the right calibre can

alliances has increased by US$20bn last

be hard. ‘So, we have developed a

year to US$220.5bn – up 10%. Outside

Wohldorf agrees that SMPs have an

mentoring system for firms that don’t

the Big Four, these are the results from

edge to leverage in terms of attracting

quite meet our admittance standards,

the next biggest global networks:

talent. ‘We have seen what the Big

but have the ambition and ability to

#5 BDO announced a total combined

Four do and looked at ways to improve

improve,’ he says. This includes building

fee income of US$8.99bn – year-on-

it – such as our global secondment

collaboration between firms and helping

year growth of 10.7%. The strongest

programme,’ he says. Employees can

them go to market in a more joined-up

revenue increase was recorded in

gain professional development training

way, utilising the skills of the larger firms

at the PKF Academy in Germany or at

in the region.

PKF International chairman Sebastian

different locations around the world, as
well as through e-learning and webinars.
‘On top of that, we provide a lot
of technical material that they need

EMEA (+17%).
#6 RSM achieved global revenues

Nexia Asia Pacific, with 41 member
firms region-wide, provides guidance for
navigating multiple jurisdictions.

of US$5.37bn, up 5.4% on 2017.
Consulting revenues rose by 14.5%.
#7 Grant Thornton International

‘Small and medium-sized firms in the

in order to serve their clients well,’

region appreciate the collaborations

Wohldorf says. Practical supports such

and resources Nexia can provide,’

as website set-up, proposal templates

Arnold says. ‘Whenever there is a

and an IFRS help desk are also available.

request from a member firm, Nexia

reported combined global revenues
of US$5.45bn, driven by broadbased growth of 9.4%.
#8 Crowe Global saw revenues of
US$4.3bn – up 14%. Growth was led
by the Asia-Pacific practice (up 41%).

Strength in numbers

the way. For example, once our firm in

As an example of strength in numbers,

Korea was tendering for a large banking

income was more than US$4.02bn –

Wohldorf cites the 2017/18 merger

group audit. The global office produced

an increase of 11% on 2017, led by

between the windpower business of

a short video to support the tender. In

German conglomerate Siemens with

the end, Nexia Korea won the job.’

Spanish renewable energy firm Gamesa.

#9 Nexia International’s total fee

North America and Asia Pacific.
#10 Baker Tilly International reported

Another region of focus for Nexia

worldwide revenue growth of

The two European jurisdictions have

is Latin America, where it has recently

6.5%, reaching US$3.6bn. Global

differing compliance requirements but

assigned a regional executive director in

headcount increased by 3.3%.

by working collaboratively, PKF member

charge of strengthening member firms

firms in Hamburg and Bilbao were able

and improving their regional coverage.

to clear the path for the merger.

them set up their business in those

Robbins notes that being part of
a network can be advantageous for

countries, or handle their tax. It’s very

that we had someone on the ground

independent SMPs, especially for firms

helpful,’ he says.

in Spain – PKF Attest – as well as our

in developing countries – for example,

team in Hamburg – PKF Industrie- und

those who could benefit from the Belt

Hong Kong as a stepping stone to

Verkehrstreuhand – to deal with issues

and Road initiative. And the time to act

mainland China, Singapore and Malaysia.

as they came up,’ Wohldorf says, adding

is now. ‘If you see a bandwagon, you’ve

They know we can handle that, because

that the relationship is ongoing.

just missed it,’ she says. ‘You need to be

of the trust in an international brand.’

‘The client appreciated very much

Wohldorf is a partner at PKF IVT, which

‘We have clients who come first to

AB

there first.’

joined the PKF International network in

Edmond Chan, a partner at Kreston

1981. He believes that, for independent

CAC CPA, the network’s member firm in

accounting firms aspiring to serve their

Hong Kong, agrees that serving clients

clients internationally, there is ‘no way

across multiple jurisdictions would be

they can do without’ membership of a

difficult for any practice going it alone.

quality network.

‘Working collaboratively, we can help

Peta Tomlinson, journalist
More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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How to get your firm
(and clients) online for

Making Tax Digital

There’s one really good reason for getting your firm and clients online: Making Tax
Digital. The first major phase of the initiative, Making Tax Digital for VAT, began 1 April.
We talked to Grant Smith,
Partner at Armstrong
Watson Accounting Firm, about
converting to Xero and preparing
clients for Making Tax Digital.
How did your firm
convert to Xero?
Our firm has about 30 partners
and below them are another 20
relationship managers, so I decided
to approach this from the top down.
To get the management team to
see the real benefits of Xero we
conducted lots of round-office
visits and tons of demonstrations.

Once the management team
was on board, the firm made it
compulsory to convert clients on
to Xero. There was nobody that
didn’t think it was a good idea –
people just didn’t have the time.
But, when it became compulsory,
people just fell into line and
it happened.

What would you tell other
firms making this change?
It has to be compulsory because
people are just creatures of habit
and they won’t create enough
change to make it happen.

Then it’s a case of keeping
everyone involved and
providing regular updates.
I think people need to go into
it with their eyes open because
it’s going to take a while – it’s
not success overnight, but the
results pay off. Especially now that
Making Tax Digital for VAT is here
and clients are seeking software
to help them become compliant.

How has Xero helped your
firm and your clients with
Making Tax Digital?
Xero has made it really easy for
us to help our clients become
compliant. The Making Tax Digital
for VAT software has useful
features that include a VAT
overview, extra reports, the ability
to post VAT adjustments and
submit in real-time to HMRC.
We have small, medium and large
clients using it – some are looking
for a 100% cloud based software
package whilst others simply want
a bridging software solution.

Grant Smith of
Armstrong Watson.
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Grant Smith of Armstrong
Watson, with small business
clients Bruce Brown and
Luke Jackson of Bruce and
Luke’s Coffee.

Many clients that
switched over to Xero
for Making Tax Digital
are now using other
Xero features because
they see how much
time they can save.
What advice would you
give other firms considering
going digital?
To get on and do it – with Xero
you’ve got access to all the
information in one place so
it’s great for both accountant
and client.
I recommend firms take Xero’s
Migration Certification course
which offers a step-by-step guide
to help you switch, ensuring the
transition is as smooth as possible.
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If you’re an accountant in a
firm, sign up to the Xero partner
programme where you’ll get the
tools, resources and dedicated
account management to help get
your practice and clients set up.
Visit xero.com/partnership or
email partnerteam@xero.com
to get started.
There are also tons of free
guides and toolkits available
in our Making Tax Digital
resource centre.
Check them out at
xero.com/uk/mtd-resources

The roll-out of Making Tax Digital is
already underway and the first major
phase of the initiative, Making Tax
Digital for VAT, began 1 April 2019.
For businesses that submit monthly
VAT returns, the first deadline for
filing returns under Making Tax
Digital was 7 June 2019. Eligible
businesses may have received an
email from HMRC outlining this
key date.
The deadline for affected
businesses paying VAT via
direct debit was 28 May 2019.
If your clients were unable to
sign up by this date, they should
contact HMRC for advice.
However, for the majority of
businesses that file quarterly,
the deadline is 7 August 2019.
Under Making Tax Digital for VAT,
most VAT registered businesses
with a turnover above the £85k
threshold have to keep digital records
and file their VAT returns using
compatible software, such as Xero.
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Network power
ACCA members share their stories on how they succeeded in setting up and
growing their own practices with the help of building networks and partnerships
Setting up your own business can be

I was a volunteer mentor for young

she adds, ‘often involving a 60-second

exciting and empowering, as only your

entrepreneurs as part of The Prince’s

pitch about the business to attendees.’

own effort and abilities will determine

Trust. I soon realised how much

your degree of success. But having sole

assistance start-ups need,’ she says.

responsibility can also be daunting.

lawyers, which resulted in doing some

New owners need to develop networks

to our growth – for finding new leads

work for them and their clients, and

and build partnerships to help grow

and building client relationships,’

introductions to another 10 prospects.

their business.

adds Whitman. ‘In the early days, our

‘We have also developed partnerships

work came from referrals, such as a

with them, as we recognise that we are

practice But the Books in 2017. It

networking group called Freelance Mum

marketing to the same people. It’s a

recently won the Institute of Certified

(I began the business while I was on

strategy that has worked so well that we

Bookkeepers’ Small Practice of

maternity leave). I became their go-to

are run off our feet and need new staff.’

the Year award, and is part of the

person about tax returns. It helped build

NatWest Entrepreneur Accelerator

my name and trust in the business.

Zoe Whitman FCCA set up her

scheme. ‘Before I left my previous
employer to begin my own business,

66

‘Networking has been important

She says that networking has
introduced her to venture capitalists and

Whitman is also part of ACCA’s
Bristol member network panel. ‘It is

‘I also went to networking groups run

really important to connect with other

by the Bristol Chamber of Commerce,’

accountants and see what challenges
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they face,’ she explains. ‘You can’t know
everything and it is so supportive.’
Alastair Barlow FCCA, who left PwC
to set up accountancy practice flinder,
says networking was his first challenge.

Networking tips
Andy Lopata, business networking strategist, offers the following insights.

*

Be patient. Some new owners go immediately to a local networking group to
find new clients. You need to remember that most businesses there will already

‘I was under a restrictive covenant from

have their own accountants and won’t just drop them when you arrive. Commit to

PwC, which meant I could not speak to

that network and realise it is about building long-term relationships, not selling.

my previous clients,’ he says. ‘So I went
to as many network events as I could

*

Be selective. There are so many events that you could network over breakfast,
lunch, dinner and the weekend. Understand exactly what you want to achieve,

to find some new ones. It was a very

such as a referral, building your brand or meeting contacts in a new industry

scattergun approach, but I soon learned

sector. Develop a strategy both online and face to face.

to be more targeted. I began to ask
myself where I was going and why, what
my purpose was and who I needed to

*

Don’t ignore your existing networks. You don’t need to rush off to events and
meet strangers. Think of those you have worked with previously, friends and
social contacts. They can give trusted advice and support on your journey.

have a conversation with.’ He learned
the importance of researching the event
Zaheer networks face to face, but

and the people attending, ‘otherwise

‘Getting people with the right level of

you end up having some nice canapes,

expertise and cultural fit has been a

also on social media. ‘You target the

but ultimately a wasted evening’.

challenge, and we’ve found that posting

right people, such as relevant groups

what we do as a team on Instagram –

who can support your journey. We

held by the Institute of Directors and

such as skiing trips or events where we

have developed our presence by

British Chambers of Commerce, and

discuss what it means to work for us –

commenting on or writing articles about

some that are marketed on social media

has been really important.’

issues such as data privacy, regularly

The events he attends include those

updating information on GDPR and

groups. He also goes to those focused
on the accountancy sector such as

Fundraising possibilities

setting up our own group,’ he explains.

Accountex and the British Accountancy

Adnan Zaheer FCCA finds that

‘We want to show we are an authority. It

Awards. Following a recent awards event,

networking can also support fundraising

is not about selling because people just

Barlow set up, with others at his dinner

activities. He has had a varied career,

switch off if you do that.’

table, the Rebel Accountants group.

including being CEO of Arena Group

‘We stay in touch, share our thinking

and partner at PwC where he co-

as a long-term strategy rather than

and work through challenges together,’

founded the Raise programme, helping

expecting overnight results. ‘I used

he explains. Barlow also recently joined

scale-ups raise funds. He is now CEO

to spend every morning before work

ACCA’s Practitioners’ Network Panel.

of his own start-up Seers Group, which

meeting bankers for coffee,’ says

helps SMEs deal with the General

Barry Gill, founder of TIG Corporate

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Finance and advertising platform

‘Networking with investors and visiting

wesellanycompany.com. ‘I built a solid

technology incubators played a large

network of contacts, which continues

part in my role at Raise,’ he says. ‘It

to pay dividends. People come to me

was also important when looking for

because they know and trust me.’

He says a side-benefit of all this
networking activity is talent-spotting.

‘Treat networking
as you would a
romantic date: ask
a question, listen
to the response
and then ask
some more’

seed-round investment for Seers. You

Owners should see networking

The benefits are clear, but some

find people interested in your business

may still find networking daunting.

concept and track record, and then

Barlow suggests treating networking

nurture them to get their investment.’

as you would a romantic date. ‘Ask a

It has also boosted Seers’ business

question, listen to the response and

model. ‘I’ve met mentors who have

ask some more,’ he says. ‘It is worth

steered my thinking on product strategy,

it. Networking is an absolute growth

and another, a senior IT director at JP

multiplier for your business.’

AB

Morgan, advised us on developing our
IT infrastructure,’ he says.

David Craik, journalist
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Looking to grow or dispose of
your practice?
ACCA can help. Browse our guidance on
* buying (bit.ly/ACCA-buying-prac)
* selling (bit.ly/ACCA-selling-prac) and
* valuing your practice (bit.ly/ACCA-digi-value).
And ACCA’s e-zine In Practice lists member firms
looking to acquire practices to support growth
plans. To receive this monthly resource, email
supportingpractitioners@accaglobal.com
including your ACCA membership and firm details.
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The view from
Gerald Garcia, bursar and secretary to the board of
Beechwood Sacred Heart School, Tunbridge Wells

8%

Our school is a co-

The sector is at a pivotal

educational day and

point as economic and

boarding school, for three

political winds blow in.

The proportion of UK towns in which

to 18-year-olds. I am bursar

How the sector responds

public sector workers can afford to buy

and secretary to the board

will determine the future

their own homes.

– effectively the CFO and

of many independent

Source: Halifax

COO roles combined,

schools. Employers’ pension

reporting to the head. I

contributions increase

am responsible for the strategic and

by more than 40% to 23.6% from

Review of council audit

operational management of finance

September. Schools in Scotland have

Tony Redmond, chief executive of the

and accounting, facilities maintenance,

lost business rate relief of 80%, with

Commission for Local Administration

estate development, legal, risks and

England likely to be next. The Labour

in England, is to lead a review of

regulatory compliance – and much else.

Party proposes VAT on school fees and

auditing and financial reporting in

the possible loss of charity tax status.

local government. Local government
secretary James Brokenshire said: ‘A

My day often starts with a walk
around the estate, an early meeting

We are responding by improving

robust local audit system is absolutely

with parents, or an IT project meeting

efficiencies and lowering our cost base.

pivotal to work on oversight, not

to review progress on a digital

Options include commercial ventures,

just because it reinforces confidence

programme. Back at my desk, I might

consolidation and shared services.

in financial reporting but because

have a conference call with solicitors

Finance functions in the sector are

it reinforces service delivery and,

or a teaching staff briefing. I head

becoming increasingly sophisticated in

ultimately, our faith in local democracy.’

to the refectory at midday, listening

their use and reporting of data. Boards

The move follows the crisis at

to the choir as I pass the chapel. In

are demanding more information for

Northamptonshire Council, which had

the afternoon, there will be senior

decision-making.

commissioners sent in to run it.

operational reviews, and meetings with

I would recommend the independent

De Montfort flunk

suppliers. The day often closes with

school sector for professional

Leicester’s De Montfort University

board or committee meetings.

accountants at all stages of their career.

has been criticised by the regulator

Commercially experienced accountants

the Office for Students for

will enjoy the challenge of the multi-

governance failures, including a lack

disciplinary role.

of independence for remuneration

leadership meetings, financial and

I would recommend
the independent
school sector
for accountants.
They will enjoy
the challenge
of the multidisciplinary role

decisions and approval of international
My biggest achievement occurred

travel for board members and their

earlier in my career. I launched

partners. In a statement, the university

a management buyout of a UK

‘acknowledges that its governance was

telecoms design and engineering

inadequate and that the governing

business from an Italian group. I was

body did not provide sufficient and

promoted from FD to managing

robust oversight of the university’s

director. Over the following 12 years

leadership, in particular the vice-

my team and I transformed the

chancellor’. Both the vice-chancellor

business into a very profitable venture

and the board chair have resigned.

completing major contracts.

AB
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Thin blue line
As funding cuts across police forces in England and Wales cause significant challenges,
could the mergers and adoption of technology seen in Scotland be the solution?
The National Audit Office earlier this

lead for finance, explains: ‘Recent

opportunity to increase their precept,

year called the Home Office’s approach

inspections have recognised the

forces still face significant challenges.’

to the funding of police in England and

increased strain on police forces as

Wales ‘ineffective and detached from

we deal with rises in violent crime,

Capital feels the fallout

the changing nature of policing for too

demands that are more complex and,

London has had some success in

long’. It added that while the Home

more than ever, being called on as a last

reducing the homicide rate, but it

Office has been cutting funding, it was

resort when other agencies lack their

is dealing with severe challenges,

‘failing to consider the full range of

own capacity.

including terror attacks. It has to make

demands on police time, the efficiency

‘In last year’s policing settlement,’
he continues, ‘the government

2022, and has responded by cutting

and the ability of forces to raise funds

recognised that we could not wait for

police numbers. Government now

locally through council tax’.

a full spending review and that further

pays for 75% of the (reduced) budget

Police authorities in England and

funding was desperately needed, as

of the Metropolitan Police, down from

Wales received £12.3bn in 2018/19, of

budget cuts meant that core aspects

80%, leaving the office of the London

which £8.6bn was provided by central

of policing were at risk of becoming

mayor to pick up more of the cost.

government. But this is a fall of 19%

unsustainable and ineffective to the

According to the mayor’s office, money

in real terms since 2010/11. Reduction

detriment of public confidence’.

from business rates that in previous

levels have been uneven: Surrey has

He adds that the council is continuing

years would have gone into London’s

been least affected, with an 11% cut;

to work with PCCs and the Home Office

infrastructure and economy has been

Northumbria has been the worst

‘to make an evidence-based case for

diverted into policing.

affected, at 25%. Police and crime

increased investment, and plans to drive

commissioners (PCCs) were permitted

productivity across policing for the next

policing and crime, explains: ‘The mayor

to recover some of the lost funding in

government spending review’.

has been clear that enforcement alone

2018/19 through a council tax surcharge,

Roger Hirst, finance lead for the

Sophie Linden, deputy mayor for

will not result in sustained and long-

enabling forces to maintain real-term

Association of Police and Crime

term reductions to knife crime, which is

funding from the previous year.

Commissioners and the PCC for

why he set up England’s first Violence

Essex, warns: ‘While the last policing

Reduction Unit to tackle the complex

settlement gave PCCs the welcome

causes of crime and is investing in

Jobs axed
Forces responded by reducing staffing

activities to help young people turn

levels. Total police workforces fell by

away from violence. But we cannot

18% – almost 50,000 people – between
2010 and 2018, with the number of
police officers dropping by 15%. There
was also a 20% reduction in reserves
between 2015 and 2017, following a
49% reduction from 2011 to 2015.
Police forces say they are struggling
to deal with rising demands with fewer
resources, while welcoming additional
funding to deal with violent crime.
Chief constable Dave Thompson,
the National Police Chiefs’ Council

70

savings of over £1bn between 2010 and

of forces, levels of financial reserves

‘We cannot hide
from the fact that
efforts to tackle
violence have
been made much
more difficult by
the government’s
devastating cuts’

hide from the fact that efforts to tackle
violence have been made much more
difficult by the government’s devastating
cuts to the police and youth services,
local councils and charities across our
city. Cuts have consequences.’
Concerns about police funding are
shared across policing professionals.
Five former Metropolitan Police
commissioners, and three other retired
senior officers, took the unprecedented
step of writing to The Times to complain
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of underfunding. They alleged that

called for major reforms to how policing

and Wales will copy recent experience

funding cuts had ‘contributed to

is organised, suggesting a more

in Scotland. North of the border the

the feeling of lawlessness’, which

integrated structure for the 43 forces in

current annual policing budget is

was illustrated by media reporting

England and Wales. Winsor also argued

£1.095bn, which represents an annual

on knife crime and ‘county lines’

there should be multi-year financial

reduction of £195m. Yet Police Scotland

drugs operations. The retired officers

settlements to assist with resource

says it is improving outcomes after

suggested a royal commission review of

planning and greater technology

merging forces, eliminating many

the structure of policing.

investment, including in artificial

administrative and management roles,

intelligence and facial recognition. He

achieving efficiencies and investing

Call for integration

warned that the ‘wider criminal justice

in new technologies. Winsor is now

A similar approach was taken by

system is dysfunctional and defective’.

proposing the same approach for

Tom Winsor, the chief inspector of

England and Wales.

It seems likely that in a drive to

constabulary. In his latest assessment

improve both financial and operational

of policing in England and Wales he

efficiencies that policing in England

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Professional guide
The latest article in our ‘back to basics’ series looks at how mentoring enables mentors
and mentees to reap the rewards of sharing knowledge and learning from others
piloted last year in six markets: Hong

Mentoring has become one of the
business buzzwords of our time. Startups swear by it, and more and more
corporations seem keen to embrace it.
Some take a formalised approach. For
instance, the Chartered Accountants
Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ)
Mentor Exchange programme connects
the skills and knowledge of experienced
members with new accountants who
are starting out on their professional
journey.
Lee Whitney, group executive,
account management, at CA ANZ,
says it is immensely beneficial for new
members to have a mentor ‘because
they gain access to knowledge, insight
and experience that you can’t read
about in a book,’ he says.
‘A mentor doesn’t just tell you what
to do; it’s a relationship where
you can discuss important
decisions in your career, ask
for advice and, bottom line,

Kong, Ireland, Malaysia, Pakistan,
Singapore, and UK. Clare Hodgson,
head of professional development
products, says that the programme
allows mentees to develop their
knowledge and skills as they benefit
from the insights and perspectives
of their mentors, while the latter can
grow their network and give back to
the profession.

Valuable resource
‘This is an exciting initiative that I
hope will be a valuable resource to
members and affiliates around the
world,’ Hodgson says. ‘More
than 3,200 members and
affiliates have already signed
up; it’s heartening to see such a
fantastic response and I look
forward to watching this
grow in the future.’
Targeting those further

learn from someone who

along in their career,

has walked the same path

Mazars’ Aspire is a

you are walking on now.’

structured programme

In a changing

for potential partners.

profession like

Launched in Asia in

accounting,

2012, Aspire is this year

Whitney adds,
it is crucial that
those entering
the profession learn from

into its sixth cohort.
The programme,
organised and
executed at Mazars

mentors who are adapting to the

University in Milan, Italy,

changed environment. ‘There

typically lasts 10 to 12

is no substitute for someone

months. Mentors are senior

experienced who can point out

partners across the region,

the pitfalls and what skills you

while the mentees have

need to be successful,’ he says.

been recommended by the

ACCA’s mentoring programme
for members and affiliates was

72

‘There is no
substitute
for someone
experienced who
can point out the
pitfalls and what
skills you need to
be successful’

managing partners of their
respective countries.
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‘Rather than solely focusing on
the mentees’ technical skills, the

What makes for a good mentor?

programme seeks to provide a guided

Roland Yau, managing partner at CoCoon Ignite Ventures, says it’s in the art of

pathway while opening their minds to

listening. ‘I’ve learned that mentoring is only as powerful as the ability of the mentor to

different world views outside their own

really listen to the mentee,’ he says. ‘Listening is such a crucial tool because it allows a

offices or countries,’ says Lin Yiqing,

mentor to first empathise with the issue the mentee is facing before providing advice.

Mazars’ Singapore-based group talent

‘A mentor’s role is not to provide a bunch of information and expect the mentee

manager. ‘The programme also enables

to somehow figure out a way forward. Instead, the power of a mentor is to reflect on

the mentees to build their professional

what the mentee is saying, then guide the mentee by asking questions that allow

identity, leverage on their personal

them to find a solution, or at least have the confidence that a solution can be found.

capabilities for leadership, and balance

If there is a secret sauce to mentoring, I would say it is to listen first and speak last.’

their career and lifestyle priorities for
long-term career success.’
stories – the good and the bad,’ she

Beyond individual growth, mentoring

Beyond business

explains. ‘We talked about my passion

has business benefits as well, Chapple

Roland Yau, managing partner at

around getting women into leadership

says. ‘Productivity goes up, people are

CoCoon Ignite Ventures, a Hong

roles, and how men can be allies to

happier and more fulfilled, and they’re

Kong venture capital fund focusing on

enhance diversity. By the time the plane

more likely to stay with the company.’

investments in early stage technologies,

touched down in Texas, I had a long list

agrees that mentoring is important

of things I needed to do. If we hadn’t

a powerful tool that it should be

beyond business.

had this unexpected deep-dive talk, I

embraced by every organisation, at

would have missed a great opportunity

every level. ‘By sharing our experiences

to tap his considerable expertise.’

with others, be it successes or failures,

‘I see it as a sharing of wisdom and
experiences, which is quite different
from sharing intelligence,’ says Yau,

Mentoring is not a new concept: it’s

Chapple views mentoring as such

and helping them learn from our

the lead mentor of tech logistics start-

been around since the ancient Greek

mistakes, we will positively contribute to

up Pakpobox and a mentor of many

poet, Homer, penned The Odyssey,

the personal growth of individuals and

other enterprises.

creating a character called Mentor

the economy as a whole,’ she says.

‘There are plenty of resources today

(meaning wise guide), to look after and

But for those who also value their own

that help people find answers, but

educate the protagonist’s son while

bottom line, Greg Madden, co-founder

that does not completely solve some

he was away at war. But why is it so

of [axr] in Australia, has good news.

of the challenges people may face.

successful today?

Last year, the recruitment consultancy

For example, intelligence would tell

surveyed more than 1,000 accounting

Suzannah Chapple, founder of

us that a tomato is a fruit, but we

Chapple, a boutique change and

and finance professionals, asking

need the wisdom to tell us that we

communications recruitment company

specifically about their use of mentors.

don’t put tomatoes in a fruit salad.

in the UK, says mentoring meets a basic

Good mentoring can therefore be the

need for nurturing.

difference between executing an idea

‘There was an obvious trend in the
utilisation of a mentor and an increase

‘It’s a generous thing to do: someone

in the remuneration of the respondents,’

successfully, versus being the smartest

has to give up their time to do it,’ she

Madden says. ‘That is, the more the

person in the room yet no one wants to

explains. In the workplace setting,

individuals utilise a mentor, the more

speak with you.’

mentoring also provides a ‘safe’

they appear to earn.

But ‘mentorship moments’, as Elissa

environment where someone else can

‘Anecdotally, my 25 years’

Sangster, CEO of the Forté Foundation

be used as a sounding board, without

experience has shown me that

– a US-based non-profit focused on

fear of repercussion.

finance and accounting professionals

women’s advancement – calls them,

who are mentored reap a financial

A key advantage is that it’s

can also be serendipitous. She recalls a

personally tailored, says Chapple.

benefit far greater, and are generally

flight where she sat next to a partner at

‘Any formal education has got to be

promoted much sooner, than those who

a top consulting firm.

a catch-all, but mentoring is one to

are not.’

‘We didn’t work together so it was
easier to chat freely and share our

AB

one and it’s around exactly what that
person needs.’

Peta Tomlinson, journalist
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She’s got it in the bag
For Tania Brown ACCA, enterprise finance lead at Amazon Web Services ANZ, a
shopping trip led to the creation of both a laptop bag brand and a network for women
Two years ago, while British-born

market in various countries I was visiting

accountant Tania Brown was shopping

and received the same response.’

Jacq Leigh, a line of women’s leather
laptop bags, was officially launched in

Eventually, she took matters into her

April. But, Brown explains, creating the

promotion, she realised there was

own hands to ‘design a laptop bag that

business was not just about the bags; it

nothing in the market that catered to

looked as good as any other handbag:

also enabled her to develop a much-

corporate women. ‘Shop assistants kept

sleek and stylish, yet functional at the

needed platform for businesswomen to

saying to me, “Oh you can just use the

same time’. What began as a sketch on

celebrate their successes.

one for men.” I was just blown away,’

the back of a napkin soon escalated into

she recalls. ‘It was 2018. Why was it that

a search for a manufacturer. ‘The next

networking event where we were asked

men had this huge range of corporate

thing I knew, I found myself in Shenzhen

to stand up and talk about our proudest

accessories and women didn’t? We’re

in China with an interpreter and a driver,

moment,’ Brown recalls. ‘After one of

in the workplace, too. I kept testing the

visiting 20 factories over four days.’

the ladies spoke of her achievements,

for a laptop bag to celebrate a

‘I remember being at a women’s

the 30-plus people in the room looked
to the next person, as if to hurry the
room along. That moment stuck with
me. I’ve seen it time and time again,
women finding it uncomfortable

‘I’ve seen it
time and time
again, women
finding it
uncomfortable
celebrating their
successes’

celebrating their successes, or even
admitting that they are successful.’
‘What I really wanted was not only for
women to be able to buy a beautiful
bag but to also be able to share their
stories and encourage each other.’
In conjunction with the launch of the
bags, Brown – who is also enterprise
finance lead with Amazon Web
Services ANZ in Sydney, Australia – has
established the Jacq Leigh Network – a
LinkedIn-based network connecting
like-minded women through shared
experiences and relevant knowledge.

Strong network
‘I’ve been really lucky in meeting some
incredible women who have pushed
me and encouraged me to achieve
anything, and helped motivate me to
do the things that I want,’ Brown says.
‘Surrounding yourself with the right
people is definitely a key to success.’
Brown’s route to becoming an
accountant was hardly typical, especially

74
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as she dropped out of college after just
three weeks.

i

how I spent my time. I also needed to

CV

reorganise my priorities and identify tasks
that could be outsourced.’

‘My mum, as you can imagine, was less
than pleased, saying “you’re wasting

2019

your talent; education is so important,”’

Enterprise finance lead, Amazon Web

partner to map out their strengths and

Brown recalls. ‘I remember looking at

Services ANZ, Sydney, Australia

weaknesses and figure out who they

Accordingly, she sat down with her

could bring in to complete the picture.

her and replying “It’s going to be okay;
I still want to learn but I want to do it my

2018

While her ACCA background means

own way”. I felt really compelled to prove

Director of host occupier and investor

that the finance and legal aspects of the

that you can be successful taking the

solutions – APAC, CBRE Singapore

business come naturally, there was still a
huge amount of knowledge needed to

unconventional route.’
Wanting to be able to work and learn

2016

bring the brand to life.
‘We identified the gap in skill lay with

at the same time, Brown secured an

Head of fund accounting, CBRE,

internship at American Airlines as an

Melbourne, Australia, then director

the branding and marketing side of the

accounts assistant, where she completed

of digital solutions and real estate

business, so we brought in someone

the equivalent of A levels a year early.

accounting services – South East Asia,

who complemented that skill set and

There, she got the idea to study with

CBRE, Singapore

could bring our vision to life.’

the female CFO and thinking, “Okay, I

2012

knowledge to formulate strategies for

want to be like her. What do I do?”’

Management accountant, Uniting Care

streamlining the business. ‘Automating

Community, Brisbane, Australia

the whole logistics flow was something

Brown also leveraged her tech

ACCA. ‘I remember really looking up to

She says that at 17, she applied to

that was very much set in my mind from

ACCA but was rejected as at that time
the minimum age was 18. Not willing to

2011

take no for an answer, she wrote a letter

Management accountant, Brighton

explaining why she shouldn’t have to

Station Ventures Management,

a dropship model where products

wait and was subsequently let in to the

London, UK

are held in the factory, packed and

day one,’ she says.
One such step has been to implement

then shipped straight to the customer

programme early.

– which is not the way that Chinese

‘I loved the fact that my employers
were willing to sponsor me to learn,’

climb the corporate ladder, spend a year

Brown says. ‘I was not racking up debt,

travelling, move countries twice and still

receiving an income and would come out

qualify with the second highest ACCA

challenges, she stays positive by

with a reputable qualification equal to a

score in Australia.

reminding herself that if it was meant to

factories usually operate, Brown says.
Ultimately, despite the numerous

be easy everyone would do it. ‘When

degree or higher.’

Painstaking prep

it gets to that point when you feel like

appealed was its flexibility. Brown took

Launching the Jacq Leigh online store

quitting, I always say, “Let’s rest, not

just over seven years to attain the ACCA

took Brown 18 months of painstaking

quit.” Just take a day, breathe, rethink

Qualification as she wanted to focus

prep work alongside her full-time duties

and come back,’ she says. ‘Everything’s

on gaining practical work experience,

as a director at CBRE Singapore, where

manageable and solvable.’

spending some time travelling and

she worked before joining Amazon Web

passing her exams well.

Services ANZ. This included designing

in being able to give her best to both

The other thing about ACCA that

This attitude has certainly helped her

the bag, building the website, managing

her full-time job as well as Jacq Leigh.

she says. ‘I wanted to actually retain

logistics and marketing the brand.

‘I’ve always liked being under pressure

the knowledge so I could use it. That’s

Even with her partner now working full

and stretching myself; I thrive in this

come in handy starting a business and

time with the business, Brown says that

environment,’ she says. ‘Starting Jacq

remembering how to do double-entry

practically all of her time outside of work

Leigh has given me a broader business

bookkeeping, which I haven’t done for

is devoted to Jacq Leigh.

knowledge that I would not have got in

‘I didn’t just want to pass the exam,’

10 years.’
In the end, she proved she had made
the right decision, having managed to

‘I realised I had to make choices with

my day job.’

AB

my time and say no to things,’ she
says. ‘I had to be incredibly strict with

Rufus Tan, journalist
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Events update
ACCA has a broad programme of over 200 events and webinars this year, providing
CPD, valuable technical updates and excellent networking opportunities
Conferences

journey through the
NHS. Mark Millar

ACCA Cymru Wales

FCCA, former CEO of

annual conference

Hinchingbrooke Hospital
(3 October)

19-20 September
The Vale Resort, from £150
14 CPD units

*

Sustainability and the
NHS – the accountant’s

At this year’s joint

role in environmental

conference, with Healthcare

issues and health

Financial Management

outcomes. Jimmy

Association, keynote

Greer, ACCA’s head

speakers and workshop

of sustainability (10

facilitators will examine this

October).
To register, go to bit.ly/

If you qualified with ACCA between 1 August 2018 and 31 July

value for a healthier Wales’

ACCA-health-webinars.

2019, come and join other newly-qualified ACCA members this

– by focusing on the key

October at one of our special events in London (4 October),

Professional courses

Cardiff (11 October) and Edinburgh (24 October).

and value. This two-day

Autumn update

new members to those who attend with family, friends and

event is an opportune

24-26 October, Manchester,

employers. You will be joined by special guests from across the

time to share learning with

from £1,289

ACCA community for a night of celebration. Check your emails

colleagues and explore a

21 CPD units

for your personal invitation and book your place(s) now.

range of potential solutions

This conference provides you

for your organisation while

with a flexible programme

helping you to meet your

where you can choose

an excellent opportunity

monitoring visits. The

annual CPD requirements.

the most relevant 11 out

to refresh your technical

most common causes of

of 29 sessions. Mix and

knowledge and discuss

unsatisfactory monitoring-

match between business

common issues with like-

visit outcomes will be

and finance, taxation and

minded accountants.

discussed. Participants will

areas of preventative and
workforce healthcare, quality

Webinars

Each year we welcome parties of all sizes, from individual

learn how to undertake

Health sector webinars

law, and professional

Register now to watch live

development, to gain

Practical audit compliance

audits and to record audit

or on demand any of the

maximum benefit from the

Various dates, London and

work in a manner consistent

following free webinars:

conference programme while

Manchester, £510

with the requirements of

*

Value based healthcare

fulfilling your annual CPD

14 CPD units

auditing standards and

– the theory and the

requirements.

This two-day workshop

so meet monitoring-visit

aims to help partners and

requirements. The workshop

practice. Stuart Davies

*
76

Celebrating membership 2019

year’s theme – ‘Delivering

FCCA, FD at Welsh

Residential for practitioners

managers prepare their

will also include examples

Health Specialised

21-23 November, Chester,

practices for ACCA audit

from case studies.

Services Committee,

from £699

NHS Wales (19

21 CPD units

September)

Our flagship conference

An ACCA member’s

for practitioners provides

AB

More information
For information about further events and to book online,
visit events.accaglobal.com
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Council highlights
ACCA’s governing body met in London in June to be updated on activities,
performance, governance and future strategy
Council met on Saturday
22 June in London.
The Council meeting
featured discussions and
decisions on a number of
important matters.

*

Council confirmed Orla
Collins as its preferred
nominee for vice
president for 2019/20.
(The formal elections
for ACCA’s officers
will take place at the
annual Council meeting
immediately following
the AGM).

*

The officers updated
Council on their
activities since March,
including attendance at
events in China, Hong
Kong, Ireland, Russia,
the UK and the US.

*

Council received a
presentation from

Council broke into
discussion groups to

*

Council received a

Oversight and

presentation on ACCA’s

Resource Oversight

the chief executive,

consider the ongoing

strategic approach

committees, focusing

focusing on strategic

development of ACCA’s

to partnerships with

on their oversight

performance at

future strategy.

professional bodies and

roles and current work

Council approved the

approved the extension

plans.

annual accounts, a

of the agreement with

key strategic matters

recommendation to be

the Union of Chambers

and issues.

proposed at the AGM

of Certified Public

Committee, Resource

Council considered

on the appointment

Accountants of Turkey

Oversight Committee,

an update on the

of auditors and the

(TÜRMOB).

Audit Committee,

governance review,

content of ACCA’s

Council noted a report

Governance Design

noting the revised

integrated report for

from the Qualifications

Committee and Market

schedule of meetings

2018/19.

Board, including the

Oversight Committee

Council approved

ratification of the March

meetings held in May.

the restatement of

2019 exam results.

2018/19 year-end and
up to 30 April, and

*

*

for 2019/20 and, in
discussion groups,

*

*

considered the

five 2019/20 targets,

ongoing implementation

following the 2018/19

of the review.

year-end results.

*

*

*

Council received reports
from Remuneration

Council received

Council’s next meeting

presentations from

will be in London on

the chairs of Market

19 September 2019.
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Onwards and upwards
The ACCA brand commands huge respect and trust among employers because it
embraces our changing times, says ACCA chief executive Helen Brand
According to ACCA’s most

accountant, are satisfied with

recent global survey of

their relationship with ACCA,

‘Vote of confidence from employers’

business leaders, 96% of

believe ACCA members

Claire Bennison, head of ACCA UK, says: ‘Employers in the

employers see ACCA as a

bring relevant skills to their

survey gave ACCA a pleasing vote of confidence. One of the

respected brand. That’s an

business, and are more

most welcome findings was the extent of their knowledge

enormously encouraging

likely than ever to want their

of changes in our qualification and the enormous value they

degree of consensus in a

students to study with ACCA.

place on it.

Human dimension

the skills they need to build their businesses. Our qualification

‘They realise that our qualification trains professionals with

world where disruption and
polarisation are growing.
It is also just one figure

At the heart of these positive

is clearly central to our success. It remains much sought after,

among the many in ACCA’s

findings are favourable

and highly thought of by employers. We work hard to keep

2019 employer survey that

perceptions of the ACCA

it relevant and reflective of employers’ needs. Businesses

confirms ACCA’s relevance to

Qualification. Employers

clearly know this, as 89% of UK respondents were aware of the

the world of business.

responding to the survey

changes we have made.

The respect and trust

welcomed our strategy to

‘We’re delighted that employers recognise we have

that employers have for the

ensure the qualification

ACCA Qualification and the

adapts to changing times

people who achieve it are

and the evolving demands

higher than they have ever

of business in a new age of

dimension to leadership.

been. This is not just the

digital technology, machine

Employers recognise that

judgment of ACCA approved

learning and big data.

ACCA develops precisely
these qualities in its
members – 86% agree
that ‘the qualification
delivers complete finance
professionals with capability
in finance management and
strategic leadership’.
Three in five employers
recognise ACCA as the
leading global accountancy

employers, but that of a

The next generation of

range of leading businesses

professional accountants will

around the world and across

increasingly be expected

all sectors – corporate,

to bring strategic insight to

practice, financial services

their roles as repetitive tasks

and public sector.

become more automated.

The research found that

And not only will they need

employers have a higher

agility and resourcefulness,

than ever preference

they must also bring

for recruiting an ACCA

an ethical and human

sustained our status as the UK’s leading accountancy body.’

96%

91%

ACCA IS A
RESPECTED BRAND

50%

OF EMPLOYERS SURVEYED
PREFER TO RECRUIT ACCA

78

organisation, which may
be no surprise given our
impressive and growing
number of members
(219,000) and students
(527,000). These numbers
show we are developing
significant talent to the
benefit of the profession,
with professional
accountants who will be the
best trained, best prepared,
and most versatile.

87%

ACCA SHAPES
THE AGENDA OF
THE PROFESSION

ACCA IS INNOVATIVE AND
FORWARD THINKING
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World class
The perceptions of our key
stakeholders are vital to
our success. We have spent
114 years building and
strengthening our brand.
Since our earliest days, it has
been based on enduringly
relevant values: opportunity,
diversity, innovation,
accountability and integrity.
We see these values as worth
celebrating and promoting,
and it seems employers do
too – 93% agree that ‘ACCA
is a world-class organisation’.
One of ACCA’s strengths
is that we are able to have
a truly global outlook and
connect all parts of the
profession, as we seek to
influence it and the business
community, and contribute
to society. We take pride in
the breadth and depth of
our close connections across
many sectors, especially
education, government
and commerce.
We have a powerful
voice as a leading global
professional body, and we
take very seriously our duty
to use that influence wisely
and responsibly so that the
accountancy profession is
seen – and acts – as a vital
partner at the highest levels

of national and international
decision-making.
I am glad to say we are
pushing at an open door,
as the survey reveals in a

*

handful of telling results:

*

91% of employers
agree that ‘ACCA is
an organisation that

91% agree that ‘ACCA

our members is one of

shapes the agenda of

our main drivers. It is an

the profession’

exciting time as positive

87% agree that ‘ACCA

employer sentiment about

is highly regarded in

ACCA strengthens.

my market’

*

I would like to thank our

87% agree that ‘ACCA is

members for contributing to

an innovative, forward-

this success.

AB

thinking organisation’.

champions ethics and

Securing the highest level

Helen Brand is ACCA’s

professionalism’

of market recognition for

chief executive.

91%

ACCA CHAMPIONS
PROFESSIONALISM
AND ETHICS

*

90%

ACCA PROVIDES RELEVANT
SKILLS FOR MY BUSINESS

93%

ACCA IS A WORLD
CLASS ORGANISATION

87%

ACCA IS HIGHLY
REGARDED IN MY MARKET
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It takes two
To coincide with ACCA’s ‘power of connections’
theme, we spoke with three married couples who
met through studying for their ACCA Qualification

Kailin Toh and
Lay Lay Leow

80

pass our ACCA exams

LLL: It can be beneficial

together through support

as it enhances our mutual

and encouragement for

understanding of working

each other. We hope

conditions and increases

to continue supporting

our support during stressful

and encouraging each

times. We are specialists in

other in our private and

different areas; I am strong

working life.

in auditing and financial

Q What is it like to both work

reporting, and Kailin is good

as finance professionals?

in management accounting

KT: We recognise the

and has good business

demands required for

acumen. We are glad we find

Kailin Toh, APAC retail

LLL: We met each other at

finance professionals and

a balance to our private life,

controller at Amadeus GDS

an ACCA event and hit it off

we are more understanding

and the boundaries between

Singapore, and Lay Lay

well. We happened to bump

towards each other in

the home and the office are

Leow, financial accountant

into each other again at the

terms of the pressures.

not blurred.

at Mott Macdonald

public library when studying

We share experiences with

Singapore, married in

for the ACCA exams and

each other that could be

Idowu Ismaila Ayodeji,

February. They had their

that’s when we started to

useful to avoid repeating

group finance and reporting

pre-wedding photographs

know each other better.

the same mistakes. We

manager at Flour Mills

taken at the library where

Q What was it like

also learn from each other

of Nigeria, and Adelaja

they spent most of their

studying together?

about how to improve work

Sikirat Adebola, strategy

time studying together for

KT: We had a common goal,

efficiency and effectiveness,

and finance manager

their ACCA exams while

which was to complete the

as well as some approaches

at FrieslandCampina

they were dating.

ACCA exams and work

to people management.

WAMCO, are based in

Q How did you meet?

towards our professional

KT: I first met Lay Lay at

membership. We were

the ACCA scholarship

able to share what we had

presentation event at Hotel

studied and help each

Fairmont in Raffles City. It

other on the modules we

was held concurrently with

were taking. Part of our

the 2008 ACCA annual

dating time was actually

conference. We happened

the time we spent on

to be the only two scholars

exam revision.

from the batch so had the

LLL: Our greatest

opportunity to speak to each

accomplishment has

other more.

been to successfully

Adelaja Sikirat Adebola
and Idowu Ismaila Ayodeji
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Mark Harris and
Rachel Derry

Nigeria. They have been

work in the fast-moving

married for 11 years.

consumer goods (FMCG)

Q How did you meet?

industry. I started my

ASA: Ayodeji and I met at

career in the banking

university. We both studied

industry and when I got

accounting and he was two

the opportunity to move to

years ahead in the classes.

FMCG after seven years,

IIA: I happen to be a tutor

I was not too sure of what

at a tuition centre; Adebola

to expect. Adebola gave

attended and I was her tutor.

me the support I needed

We became friends and

and encouraged me to

when she wanted to register

make the move. I am

for ACCA she told me about

more into core financial

Q How did you meet?

in half the time. Our ACCA

it. Even though I had heard

reporting, while Adebola is

MH: We met at a small

designations have given

about it before, I took it

in strategy and analysis, but

accountancy practice

us the flexibility to work in

more seriously when she

we reach out to each other

in Hereford, in the UK.

industry or practice at home

showed an interest.

when we need help in our

Rachel was a senior at the

or abroad.

Q What was it like

different areas.

firm and already more than

Q What is it like to both work

studying together?

ASA: I honestly think it

halfway into her ACCA

as finance professionals?

ASA: We studied for our

has its benefits and its

examinations. I was literally

MH: By having someone

exams together, and went

downsides. We make it a

just starting out. The firm

familiar with ACCA who

to the exams together and

point of call to reach out

was providing ACCA study

has gone through the

we relived the experience

to each other first when

through one day a week

qualification along with

together. ACCA has been

we have challenges. I ask

at college, and providing

the projected career

very instrumental in the

Ayodeji how deferred tax is

study and examination

paths has been a great

growth of my career, and,

treated in a situation, and

preparation materials.

help to me. Both of us

honestly, doing it with

what the standard says in

RD: Mark joined the

came to the decision

my husband means a lot.

respect to a case; he is a

accounting firm that I was

to move to Bermuda

He knows what life can

moving encyclopedia of IFRS

working at. We worked

to pursue accounting

be like as an accountant

Standards. We discuss office

together and we were both

careers in the insurance/

and that makes him more

work easily together and we

studying ACCA.

reinsurance sector. I think

understanding of my time.

always borrow each other’s

Q What was it like

by having someone to talk

IIA: Initially we were not

brains. The downside is it

studying together?

to who is familiar with the

doing the same papers,

could be boring. Sometimes

MH: I think it really helped

accountancy profession

but when we were

I think: can we talk about

when discussing exams and

makes the thought process a

studying the same courses

engineering, and health and

scenarios to bounce ideas

lot clearer.

it was really great studying

nutrition, instead of speaking

and thoughts off each other.

RD: It’s very helpful to

together and asking each

in numbers?

It really helped to have

be able to understand

someone who was going

what the other is going

other questions when
we were preparing for

Mark Harris, senior vice

through the same path as I

through, whether that’s

exams, going to the exam

president, finance, at

was to talk through it.

interpreting new standards,

hall together, and talking

Scottish Re, and Rachel

RD: We are able to help each

ad hoc projects or

and laughing our way

Derry, senior vice president

other through our ACCA

managing people. Our

back home, discussing

and senior compliance

studies and subsequent

jobs are engaging but

what we had written for

officer at Liberty Mutual

work challenges. If I had

taxing too, so being able

each question.

Management, are based in

known that my ACCA

to chat through issues and

Q What is it like to both work

Bermuda. They met in 2000

designation would lead me

ideas helps.

as finance professionals?

and have been married for

to live and work in Bermuda,

IIA: We currently both

six years.

I would have completed it

AB

Nicky Burridge, journalist
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Better connected
Members now have more resources for building networks and
connections that will boost their careers and businesses
ACCA continues its

can form a central part of

in careers in Australia, New

focus on ‘the power of

your business strategy,

Zealand, Hong Kong and the

connections’ this month,

and innovations in public

US. Visit bit.ly/ACCA-moving-

culminating in a webinar on

sector finance.

abroad for practical tips.

12 September exploring

We are also linking

how leveraging your

resources on the subject

members through various

connections can benefit your

of connections, including

social media activities – see

career, your organisation

research, videos, case

#powerofconnections. Visit

and the profession.

studies, quizzes and tips. In

accaglobal.com/connections

particular, if you’re thinking

for more information on all of

sessions are the power of

of relocating, ACCA has

the above and to sign up to

mentoring, how partnerships

guidance for those interested

the webinar.

Among the webinar

82

ACCA has an array of other
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Taking control
of technology
Donna Wheeler, FD and CFO of IBM’s
Global Business Services, UK and Ireland
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and NatWest clients*
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Yes, that’s right. Your clients don’t have to spend a bean if they do
their business banking with NatWest or Royal Bank of Scotland.
They can subscribe to FreeAgent as new users, absolutely free.
Visit freeagent.com/accountants/rbs-natwest-licences

The commercial exploitation
of space exploration

Who shares wins
Networking and partnering are
powerful tools in building a practice

The silicon effect
How technology is changing career
paths and skills in finance functions

freeagent.com
*Subject to client retaining their Royal Bank of Scotland /
NatWest business banking account.
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